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An Informative Series of Articles On:
How Negro Firms, Institutions Contribute To Growth Of Memphis
(Be.innin • In This Edition, See Pa • e 9
N SWEAT OVER WALKER
Ministers' Group Hits Democrats In Manifesto
PLEDGES SUPPORT — J. A.
Beauchamp, well-known local
boy scout executive and Re-
publican is shown soon after
REV. S. A. OWENS
he pledged support last week
to James T. Walker (left)
Democratic candidate for rep-
resentative in the state house.
(Newson Photo)
B. G. OLIVE
°Demo Candidate
Wins Support
Dr. J. E. Walker said last week he considers it "a
fine tribute" to be linked with Edward Nieman, Press-
Scimitar editor, and Mayor Orgill as promoters of free
elections in Memphis, in answer to Commissioner Claude
Armour's picture-waving attack on them.
Dr. Walker, who is serving as
campaign manager for James T.
Walker, also disclosed that a num-
ber of influential Negro Republi-
cans plan to vote for Walker in
the Democratic Primary.
He identified these leaders a3
Dr. S. A. Owen, pastor of Me-
tropolitan Baptist church and
*
ice president-at-large of the Na-
onal Baptist convention; B. G.
Olive, insurance executive; Dan
Fields, and J. A. Beauchamp, boy
scout executive.
"Some Negro Republicans real-
ize they cannot elect a Negro Re-
publican to the legislature, but
they feel they might elect Walker,
who is a Democrat," Dr. Walker
said.
Mr. Beauchamp told the Defen-
der, "There is a time when ne-
cessity demands that first things
be put first. I sincerely believe
that by supporting James T. Wal-
ker we have our best chance to
elect a Negro to the state legis-
lature."
Earlier in the week Comm. Ar-
mour called the candidates back-
ed by the Good Local Govern-
ment League the Meeman-Orgill .
Dr. Walker slate. The commis-
sioner said:
"I have pictures of the last Glu
Glu meeting. . .The pictures will
make you fall out of your seat.
They will scare and frighten you."
"The afternoon paper fools the
See DEMO, Page 2
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We Recommend . . .
(EDITORIAL)
The first group of Tri-State Defender endorsed can-
didates seeking election were announced last week. This
week we publish again the listing, with the addition of
two -other candidates whom we recommend for your con-
sideration.
They are: Carl 'E. Webb, for county Tax Assessor,
ilOin the General Election and William R. Bradford, for
direct representative, in the Republican Primary.
Our research on Mr. Webb indicates that he is a
man of character and integrity; that he is interested in
rendering unbiased service to the total community.
Mr. Bradford, though not widely known, has a highly
creditable record in labor cricles, and appears to be a clear-
thinking citizen on issues of importance in our govern-
ment.
We urge that you vote and vote wisely on August 2.
Here are the candidates we recommend:
GENERAL ELECTION
For Sheriff
EDGAR J. LAMB
For County Tax Assessor
(Choose One)
CARL L WEBB
GEORGE C. LAMANNA
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
For 30th Senatorial District
SAM CHAMBERS
For 32nd Senatorial District
T. ROBERT ACKLEN
Pee RECOMMEND, Page 2
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Woman Sues Appliance Store
And 2 Policemen For Assault
CP In Cold
Sweat Over
J. T. Walker
Citizens for Progress speakers
last week indicated they were in
a cold sweat over the possibility
of James T. Walker, Democratic
candidate for a seat in the lower
house, being elected if Negroes
got out to the polls August 2 and
voted in large numbers.
While Commissioner Claude Ar-
mour was pleading ;or whites to
vote a straight CP ticket to keep
"you know who" from winning,
another organization was boost-
ing a "get out the white vote"
movement to counter what it term-
ed the Negro vote "problem."
Mr. Walker, a highly respected
labor leader and president of the
Bluff City and Shelby County
Council of Civic Clubs, warned
supporters against becoming over-
confident and stressed the ne-
cessity of stepping up the cam-
paign as the election neared.
'FIGHT FOR EXISTENCE'
Speaking Saturday to a Workers
for Walker meeting presided over
by Dr. J. E. Walker, Candidate
Walker said that "in our fight
against Citizens for Progress and
what they stand for we are fight-
ing for our very existence and fu-
ture well-being.
"If you don't vote against this
CP ticket you'll wake up and find
yourself like the Negro in Mis-
sissippi, unable to vote."
Labor and certain other organiz-
ed support has been thrown to Mr.
Walker and his chances of being
See WALKER, Page 2
Board Names
New Principals
And Teachers
Long awaited speculation on the
appointment of Memphis Negro
public school principals for the
coming school term ended last
week with the publication of an
announcement from the Board of
Education.
In line with a policy that is new
among Negro public school teach-
ers and principals, the Board an-
nounced the appointment of per-
sons to serve as principals of ele-
mentary departments of several
high schools.
BLAND TO LESTER
Mrs. Helen Hooks was named
as principal of the Melrose Ele-
mentary department, Eddie 0.
Rodgers was selected as princi-
pal of the elementary department
of Lester school. Mrs. Eleanor Og-
lesby was made principal of Riv-
erview school to take the place
of retired principal, Miss Critten-
den; Mrs. Othella Shannon, for-
merly of Booker T. Washington
was made assistant principal of
1Porter Elementary echoed. Melvin
Conley, well-known coach, was
made principal of Hyde Park
school to take the place of A. B.
Bland, who was sent to Lester
school in Binghampton. Lester it'.
evolving into a full-fledged high
CME Youth Officers
CONGRATULATIONS are ex-
tended Rev. Maurice Cherry,
seated, president-elect of the
National Youth Conference of
the CME church, by Mance
Jackson, of Los Angeles, re-
tiring president, last week in
Memphis. Rev. Cherry is from
Montezuma, Ga. Looking on
a r e, seated, Miss Dorothy
Reid, of Augusta, Ga., record-
ing secretary; and standing,
left to right, Miss Lucretia
Collins, corresponding secre-
tary, also of Augusta; Rev.
C. D. Coleman, national di-
rector of leadership education
and youth work, and Rev. L.
Q. Brown, general secretary
of the General Board of Chris-
tian Education. The officers
were elected during the CME
Quadrennial last week at Mt.
Olive Cathedral. (Withers Pho-
to.)
CMEs Point Way
For Young Folk
"Hard study, discipline and optimism" were among
the things 15 interest groups called for in reports Satur-
day afternoon at Mt. Olive Cathedral where sessions of
the National Youth Conference of the Christian Methodist
church were held.
Before the 1,000 youths from 28! 
states closed out their week-long iawing segregation in public
session they elected Rev. Maurice schools, described segregation as
Cherry, of Montezuma, Ga., new "a discriminatory practice that
conference president. He succeeds makes one feel inferior and
Mance Jackson, of Los Angeles. :another superior — on flimsy un-
Also meeting were the Conven-
tion of Sunday School Superintend-
ents and Christian Youth Fellow-
ship Presidents. mism of youth urged that there
All CME bishops attended the be no slackening of efforts to get
conference except Bishop F. L.
Lewis, who was on the West Coast. See
Prelates taking part in the ses-
sions were J. Arthur Hamlett, sen-
is- bishop; H. P. Porter, of the
Second Episcopal district; W. Y.
Bell, Third Episcopal district;
Luther Stewart, Fourth Episcopal
district; Bertram W. Doyle, Sixth
Episcopal district; Arthur W. Wo-
mack, Seventh Episcopal district;
B. Julian Smith, Eighth Episcopal
district, and J. Claude Alle n,
Ninth Episcopal district.
Rev. L. Q. Brown, of Washing-
ton, D. C., is general secretary of
the General Board of Christian
Education, and Rev. C. D. Cole-
man, of Jackson, Tenn., is nation-
al director of Leadership Educa-
tion and youth work.
Working in interest groups the
young people sought ways to car-
ry out the conference them e,
"B uilding Personality Under
Christ.''
One group, calling for obedience
to the Supreme Court ruling out-
Christian a n d undemocratic
grounds."
Another group, with the opti-
CME, Page 2
Victim Asks
Damages
Of $2,500
Two policemen a woman says
assaulted h e r in an effort to
make her reload some furniture
she had returned to a dealer have
been named defendants along with
.00 C. and S. Appliance Co. and one of
the store's representatives in a
$2,500 damage suit.
In a Circuit Court bill prepred
by Atty. H. T. Lockard and Atty.
S. A. Wrilbun, the Shelby county
woman, Mrs. Moselee Calhoun,
asks for both compensatory and
exemplary damages for "physical
and mental" injury,
Mrs. Calhoun contends that she
was detained at C. and S. Appli-
ance co. for nearly an hour by a
company representative she iden-
tified as Paul Pennington w Ii, o
See VICTIM, Page 2
Kennedy VA
Denies Report
Of Jim Crow
A Veterans hospital in Memphis
was cited last week as adhering
to a policy of segregation contrary
to the national—policy for such
federal facilities.
Sidney Russell, Missiosippi,
commander of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, alleged the prac-
See JIM CROW, Page 2
Seek Help In
Tallahassee
Bus Boycott
The Inter-Civic Council, Inc.,
of Tallahassee, Fla., which has
led the successful boycott of bus-
es there, announced last week that
any financial efforts on its behalf
would be "highly appreciated."
Dr. M. C. Williams, secretary
of the council, explained that since
the' boycott began the leaders
have sought to make the boycott
See BOYCOTT, Page 2
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GOP Candidates
THE REPUBLICAN CANDI-
DATES for the legislature are
pen in conversation at Mason
Temple Sunday where dedica-
tion services for the n e w
George W. Lee Postal station
were initiated. From left are
T. L. Spencer, candidate for
the lower house; Dr. B. F.
McCleave, running for t h •
state senate, and William L.
Bradford, lower house candi-
date. Lt. George W. Lee is
running for re.election as Re-
publican state committeeman.
(Withers Photo)
Baptist Ministers
Hit Democrats
In Manifesto
The year 1956 as no other year since the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation has thrown the American Negro leader
11111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
EDITOR'S NOTE: Last week the Baptist Ministers Conference
and Associated Ministers (Interdenominational) issued a manifesto
setting forth reasons why they are supporting the local and national
Republican program. In the interest-grasping document, the lead-
ers call on the voting public to give its loyalty to the GOP. The full
text of the manifesto follows:
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pell mell into the crucible of momentous decisions.
We are sailing against the raging storm of prejudice
and hate. There are the hiding reefs of hypothetical and
hypocrital pretentions of false po-
litical friends, that are dangerous to proclaim a Manifesto of 'Faith,
fo rour ship of Progress. or a Declaration of Allegiance to
Today ,as never before, the lead-
ership ability, wisdom and saga-
city of the Negro clergy is being
challenged by the vexatious and
perplexing issues and intricate
problems of these besetting times.
There are those who claim that
some party and some principles.
We, the Baptist Ministers Confer-
ence and Associated Ministers
(Interdenominational) in studying
the leadership, and candidates of
both the Democratic and Republi-
can parties, and their attitudes af-
the Minister of the Gospel should fecting our people, note that thekeep silent in civic and political race question seems the most im-
portant issue.
CANDIDATES ANTI
-NEGRO
In fact, every candidate of the
Democratic Party saving a negli-
gible few, has gone anti-Negro
to an alarming extent. Their rna-
matters.
THE PROPHETS SPORE
Did the prophets of old keep sil-
ent? A prophet gave to the world
its first system of sound juris-
prudence (Moses in the Penta-
tuch). The Prophet, Priest and jr promises are based upon a
King, were the Big Three In Is- war against the Supreme Court
,rael. All indispensable. Jesus was 
.and against the same Constitution
first a Prophet, then a Priest,
next a King. So, the clergy is the
guiding light of good government
Iand God's reprezentatives in all
the affairs of men.
L There is a demand for the voice'
.
l
of the pulpit, the fog-horn of truth See MINISTERS, Fags;
of the United States of America
that they will have to swear to up-
hold, if elected. This, to our minds
is a puzzle, to which we have found
no answer. We urge that in mak-
ze 
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We Recommend
rm. (Continued from Page 1)
•
For Direct Representative
JAMES T. WALKER
LEWIS TALIAFERRO
SAM BRIGGS JR.
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
For Direct Representative
T. T. SPENCER
WILLIAM R. BRADFORD
For 9th Senatorial District
DR. B. F. McCLEAVE
For State Committeeman
LT. GEORGE W. LEE
Demos Seek Support
The Democratic Campaign Workers for the Election
Of James T. Walker announced its list of candidates last
- 
„Seek. Dr. J. E. Walker, chairman, said the group was
,iuzaking 10,000 sample ballots to pass out to voters.
Candidates being backed by the group are:
For the Senate — Sam Chambers, 30th district; T.
-425twert Acklen, 32nd district; William A. McTighe, 33rd
„Awn
'et; and Edgar Gillock, floteral district.
:04006»-Direct Representative—James T. Walker, Lewis Tall-
Raymond V. Wright and John Aeschliman.
State Executive Committeeman — Hunter Lane and
firo. Pearson.
state Executive Committeewoman — Margaret Kuntz-
-In the general election the group backs Car Webb,
assessor; Edgar J. Lamb, for Sheriff, and S. J.
tch) Schaeffer for trustee.
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Robert Cole, Insurance Exec., Dies .
Born Poor, fnla
Dies Rich
,In Ch•icago
Robert A. Cole, 74-year-old re-
puted millionaire who headed one
of the nation's richest insurance
and funeral systems, died last
week in Chicago's Wesley Me-
morial hospital, following surgery.
Funeral services were scheduled
for Tuesday morning at Pilgrim
Baptist church.
Chairman of the board of the
:.Of These Candidates Thomas P. Harris, presidentof Chicago Metropolitan Mutual
Assurance company, issued the
following statement:
"The death of a leader focuses
attention on his greatness. Rob-
ert A. Cole, who for 28 years
guided and led Chicago Metro-
politan Mutual, has left a mon-
ument of achievement and re-
spect which will ever be remem-
bered.
"Those of us who had the
privilege of working at his side
will draw inspiration from his
foresight and determined will.
friendship, his boundless good
humor and his faith in human-
ity stands as one of our most
valued assets."
Vemo Candidate
Wins Support
4-Continued from Page 1)
public when it says show the
pplic light and they will find their
way. I haven't seen light — ex-
cept -black."
.„picrures have been made at
seine meetings of GLGL showing
NCro and whites working togeth-
er. -
D_R..WALKER'S REPLY
Walker's statement follows:
consider it a fine tribute that
.t...omm. Armour links my name
with that of Edward Meeman and
Mayor Edmund Orgill in helping
to, promote freedom of election
In- the city of Memphis. Every
'etizen should be happy to get
rid of machine politics and dicta-
Boycott
(Continued from Page 1)
!torship in our great city. Where
there is dictatorship or machine
rule there is frustration, fear and
intimidation.
"Machine politics is out of date
and we the citizens of Memphis
should cast our ballot in such a
manner as to discourage machine
politics in the city of Memphis..
"Edward Meeman has b een!
fighting machine politics for more
than a quarter of a century andi
I am happy to join him and oth-
ers in this effort.
"The only away to keep the bal-
lot free in Memphis is to enter
the Democratic Primary and vote
for those candidates who stand
for justice for all citizens."
CMEs
-a local effort. At present the coun-
cil plans use of 9 or 10 stationwag-
ons, full-time drivers, a full-time
secretary and combination main-
tenance-dispatchers.
'Rev. C. K. Steele is president
of the council.
Dr. Williams said the council
had not sought to "destroy the
bus system" but to "simply seek!
justice." -
The bus company went out of
business on July 1, after it lost its
Negro riders who formerly made
lap 70 per cent of the passengers.
It is expected to start buses run-
ning again, soon with emphas-
is on white routes. Local Cham-
ber of Commerces)initiated the
boycott buster movement.
(Cqntinued from Page 1)
Negroes registered to vote until
"at least 90 percent" of our peo-
ple are qualified voters.
"In transportation," one reporti
stated, "Negroesr traveling
more nearly equal now than since!
the days of Reconstruction, . .A
dollar is beginning to buy t h e
same services for its spender re- 1
gardless of race and color.'
On the economic front one re-1
port said:
''We urge our people to work
to open job doors that have been
closed and pool resources to make.
e 'lobs available We urge
youths to study and make them-
selves proficient in any and all
jobs and trades or professions. . .1
This calls for hard study, disci.i
pline and optimism."
Seventy-Six (76) Years cr4 Pioneering Christian Education
BISHOP COLLEGE
MARSHALL, TEXAS
. • A progresssve accredited Chsistian college with a functional pro-
gram, the personal touch, and the university mind.
. • Offering courses in the Liberal Arts and Siences, pre-professional
training in Music, Law, Medicine, Religion and Teacher Edu-
cation.
• Confers the Bachelor of Arts and
the Bachelor of Science degrees.
!.E.GISTRATION FOR FALL SEMESTER BEGINS
Monday, September 10, 1956
Direct Inquiries To
M. K. CURRY, JR., President
Chicago Metropolitan Assurance
company, Cole was a strappling
six-foot, five-inch 278 - pounder,
whose boyhood amibiton was to
be "big, rich and important."
It was little over half a century
ago — in 1905 — when Cole walk-
ed up to the ticketmaster in Mt.
Carmel, Tenn., and purchased a
round-trip train ticket to Chicago.
He was 23 then, and it was to
be his first trip away from home.
In Chicago, he roamed around
ert Cole was just as broke as
when he left home.
'WANTED TO BE BIG MAN
He wanted to be a big man, but
he didn't know how to become
one. He could make money by
the fistful, but couldn't hold on
to it. He could have $500 in his
pocket one day, and be a pauper
the next.
Life started for Cole at 40, and
in the 34 years that followed, he
became one of the nation's richest
Negroes. He became president of
the Chicago Metropolitan Mutual
Assurance company, and later
chairman of the board.
The company, one of the leading
Negro businesses in the country,has nearly $75 million of insur-
ace in force and total assets have
nearly reached the $8 million
mark. The company has roughly
some 200,000 investors in Chicago
and downstate Illinois who put intol
Cole's company about $70,0001
weekly.
The. assurance company, along
VOTE FOR
LEWIS TALIAFERRO
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
IN DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY AUG
Honest-Dependable- Qualified
Mary Cole T. P. Harris
annual stockholders meeting after
serving for many years as presi-
dent.
NO PROMOTIONS
A company spokesman said that
Cole's position will remain vacant
until the next stockholders meeting
The offices of the concern which' M inistersin January 1957.
ihas $75,000,000 of insurance in force}
will be closed Tuesday, the day of
the funeral in tribute to Cole.
It is expected that there will be
no change in the operation of the
Metropolitan funeral system which
is a family corporation.
However, the exact status of the
business will not be known until
Cole's will is read sometime this
week after the funeral.
for days looking for a job. In the MRS. COLE REMAINS
next 23 years he worked as wait- But it is expected that Mrs.
er. bus boy, shoeshine boy and Cole, the widow and a member of
Pullman porter. At 40, a time in the corporation will continue to
life when most men are well on loperate the funeral business which
their way to success, portly Rob- tis the largest in the city.
According to a company spokes-
man, Cole was a foresighted man •
e 3ietropolitan Funeral
Parlors which he started on a
sum of $500 in 1927, brought Ne-
groes in Chicago snany job oppor-
tunities which we once denied .
them for reasons of race.
A LITTLE SUCCESS
At the funeral parlors there are
annually more services perform-
ed than at any other single com-
pany of its kind in the country. ,
When Cole made his first mil-
lion he once remarked: "Now, at
last, I can say I have achieved
some measure of success in life."
Included in his ''new life" as
a millionaire were most of the
comforts which Cole, in his lean,
struggling years, seemed beyond
his reach. There was his plush
10-room apartment on Hyde Park,
a block-long summer home in
Cassopolis, Mich., where he spent
restful week ends during warm
months and indulged in his pas-
sion for riding horses.
Cole quit school while in the
fifth grade, because, he said,
'standards for Negro education
were appallingly low."
Cole's first job in Chicago was
as a bus boy in a Loop res-
taurant. Three years later his fas-
cination for trains, which he said
•:were foreign in my home town,"
led Cole to "exciting days" as a
Pullman porter. "I was making
only $25 a month at first. but I
thought I as doing well."
A MOO START
Cole later decided he wasn't do-
ing as well as he thought, after
counting up what he spent on
uniforms and miscellaneous items
such as soap. towels and toilet tis-
sue (porters paid for everything
used or lost in those days). But
what Cole had in mind then was
to travel, and he traversed the
entire country.
Fourteen years later.and still
broke, he went to work in a Chi-
cago social club. He was hired,
he once remarked, "beeause I
wore a tuxedo with the air Of a
gentleman, and lent class to the
club." This was his turning point.
For the first time he began to
save. When he got $500 and start-
ed boasting about his new-found
thrift, he invested it in a burial
society.
Cole had a ready-made market
A year after he went into the
company burial insurance sales
rose from a meager 2.000 policies
to 20,000. The company was then
known as the Metropolitan Fu-
•
Change In Insurance Firm
There will be no immediate change in the policy or
operation of the Chicago Metropolitan Mutual Assurance
company because of the death of its board chairman,
Robert A. Cole.
The statement was made last week by Thos. P. Harris,
president of the company which ' 
Cole developed and headed for
many years. He died Friday morn-
ing at Wesley Memorial hospital
following an operation.
Cole was elevatel to the board
chairmanship last January at the
who willingly faced up to the even-
tuality of his death and made pre-
parations for the continuation of
the insurance business in ewe of
just such an emergency,
HARRIS STATEMENT
Harris issued the following state-
ment upon learning of Cole's death.
"The death of a leader focuses
attention on his greatness. Rob-
ert A. Cole, who for 28 years
guided and led Chicago Metro-
politan Mutual, has left a mon-
ument of achievement and re-
spect which will ever be remem-
bered.
"Those of us who had the
privilege of working at his side
will draw inspiration from his
foresight and determined will.
The memory of his solid triend-
ship, his boundless good humor
and his faith in humanity stands
as one of our most valued as-
sets."
(Continued from Page 1)
Results Of
Semi-Pro
Games
By ALEXANDER DELOACH JR.
Hi there you baseball fans.
Here again to tell you how
those baseball teams are doing
in the semi-pro league.
At Lincoln Park the Dave Der-
mon Gems made only four hits
but eight runs while the Letter
Carriers made 10 errors and 14
hits and lost a big game to the
Gems, 8-7. Winning pitcher was
James Smith, losing pitcher was
Yade Thomas,
Hardwood Stars lost their game
to the Athletics, 4 to I. Hardwood
had a goodtt and was out in
front at the top of the third, 1-0.
L. Y. Stroggins and John Burkes
sparked that one run but the Ath-
letics h e ball game in h
bottom of the third inning and
went on to score three more runs
:n the top of the fifth.
Isaac Smith was the winning )
pitcher. Eddie Norry took the loss.
At Orange Mound Park, Light,
Gas and Water were beaten by
Hunter F a n, 9-0, and the Black
Caps defeated the Rams, 8-7,
On Klondyke field. the Red Sox
defeated Humko. 15-7 and the Tro-
jans Full-O-Pep ended their brawl,
10-10.
Over at Riverview, the Hyde
Park team knocked off Ellendale,
9-0. The South Memphis
Chicks came back to push the
ball games 8-2.
Well, see you next week base-
ball fans,
ing up your minds as to how you
will vote, you will demand an ans-
wer to the following questions:
1 Constitution,(l.)  l s it possibleda n   to utphhe 
same
o 1 d  the
1 time defy it?
(2.) Can anyone elected by the
people, and sworn to uphold the B e d s of whites and Negroes
Constitution. defy it for any rea- are placed along-side of each oth-
,.:.
The bill asks that the case' be About Mr. Walker he said: c
son, and still be true to his or er. heard by a jury and seeks $500 HITS SINGLE-SHOTTING
'.
her oath of office? The VFW ceimmander called for each from C & S Appliance Corn- "If a white person is gullible1(3.) When local courts and law segregation of the patients, the in- pany. Mr. Pennington as a rep- enough to split the ticket, youenforcement officers assess fines stallation of air-conditioning and representative of the company, Mr. know who's going to win? Jameeand prison terms for contempt employment of more personnel. Pennington as an individual, and T. Walker. They're going to single-."
Russell claimed that a VFW in-of (local courts) and the infrac- dOtt‘ItidceurasB. alley and Harvey as in- shot him.''
tions of municipal ordinances spector had received complaints
ts
,
At the meeting of the white court-and State Codes, and then turn ' The trouble began, asserts t h e cil, whose president until recent:
.
and defy the rulings of the Su- 
from white veterans over t h e bill,
when Mrs. Calhoun brought weeks, Tom Mitchell, is a candi-preme Court and the self evi- 
presence of wounded Negro ex-
GIs back a suite of furniture she had
,
date for the senate, the get-out''
the Negro vote effort was termed
a "serious problem."
Charles Heckle, council acting.:
president, declared "we have got .,
to start an all-out 'Get Out the,,
Vote' campaign to protect the.
people of Memphis . and Shelby"
county."
Leland Carter, Memphis attorn-
ey, who withdrew from the race .for the legislature, said ''If we Illkdon't get on the ball we're going .
to have a Negro in office." ,
'LAUGHING UP SLEEVES'
Another, William Biggs, stated: -
"The Negroes are laughing up -
their sleeves at us. I don't think,-
there's a way in the world to keep
their man out. It's too late . . ."
Many Negro leaders feel sure
that if the Cl' ticket wins the elec-
tion it will try and probably sue- ,
eeed, under its "unit" voting sys-
tem, to get a lot of anti
-Negro
legislation pushed through which
would affect just Shelby county,
something on the order of the
Stainback bills which were killed ,
in the last session.
Election of Walker and other'
GLGL supported candidates would
rsknock out such a "unit" sys'ei .
and make it nigh impossible for
such bills to pass.
dent truths, and legal demands
of the Constitution of the U.S.A.
Where is the consistency, who
is more guilty?
The Bible demands that only he
that is without sin cast the first
!legal) ctone (St. John 8:7) —
Is that not "straining at a gnat
and swallowing a camel" (St.
Matthew 23:24.)
And as Jesus further said; —
"Woe unto you also, ye law-
yers! for ye lade men with bur-
dens grievous to be borne, and ye
yourselves touch not the burdens
with one of your fingers."
St. Luke 11:46
THE STAND
In view of the facts that most
of the Democratic candidates have
made pledges, that if elected, they
will carry out; and that to us
these pledges seem divergent both
to the Constitution and the teach-
ings of Jesus Christ; and since
the deformed slogan "Keep Mem-1
phis Down" (In Dixie )which we I
interpret to mean, 'Keep The Ne-
gro Down To The Status Of See-1
ond Class Citizenship,' vitually
self-respectingreads every 
 South-
ern Negro out of the Democrat-
ic Party, and slams the door in
his face and hangs the familiar !
sign on the outside, "for white
only," we are compelled, as min-
isters of the Gospel to urge our
people to ite against anyone so
pledged; and for candidata: only
who promise to administer and
support legislation that will be def-
initely righteous, and thoroughly!
American.
'SUPPORT REPUBLICANS'
We are sensible of the fact that I
some of the greatest and most
conscientious friends and benefac-
tors of our people are in the Dem-Mallory boys around and won the ocratic party; but, we have not JAMES E. MITH for State Rep-
miendly Isom the present crop of
i 1
From Shelby County. operators are returning the favoroffice seekers (locally) n that with a record amount of new en-
'arty, T. L. SPENCER — State Rep-
n t av tertainment features for theirWe, therefore, further urge that 
rie,rsoemstihee To Generallbycounty. Assembly
,ince the Republican Party is our
only shelter from the storm, that R
MRS. W. R. DONIGAN—State
our people will support the condi- 
epresentative, 27th District — 
Fayette and Shelby Counties.dates of that party beginning next .
Thursday, Aug. 2 on through the 
GEORGE W. LEE — State Re-
National Election in November. '
publican Executive Committee
I NIan, 9th Congressional District.We, also, place ourselves on rec-.1 BAILEY WALSH — State Re-
• rd as hailing LT. GEORGE W. publican Executive CommitteeLEE as the MAN OF THE DE- Man, 9th Congressional District. ICADE among us. We base this MRS. CLARA MAE DORMAN—
claim upon his untiring efforts, in- State Republican Executive Corn-
eomparable record in victories mittee Woman, 9th Congressional
achieved in manfully contending District.
for the rights and privileges of his
race. No other man among us in
the last quarter of a century has
fought so courageously c o n•
tended so fearlessly, advanced so
miraculously and led so efficient-
ly.
He has been through the fiery
furnace of invective criticism,
arid came out 'without the smell
of fire on his garments." He has
been assaulted bodily, assailed op-
probriously, a n d denounced by
those for whom he labored, hut
kept on his upward surge, and
gained the imminent heights upon
which he now stands and from
iwhich he like a 'Sir Galahad'
of our times, clad in the invinci-
; fle armour of truth and right, will
lead us onward and upward.
THEIR CANDIDATES
We further recommend the sup-
port of Inc following list of Repub-
W. W. Woolford, hospital man-
ager replied that only the older
veterans had objected to the proxi-
mity of Negroes.
Carl E. Baumgartner, super-
supervisor at Kennedy VA in Nlem-
"There is no segregation hcre.
White and Negro patients are as-
signed to wards according to their
illness and are put side by side.
"It's a matter of national poli-
cy that there be no segregation
except in a case where a Patient!
may be psychologically affected:
by integration, and require segre-
gation as a part of his treatment."
Baumgartner asserted that all
government hospitals are required
to comply with the same policy.
lican (Old Guard- Hamilton Club)
Candidates:
HERBERT HARPER — U. S.
Representative
GEORGE C. HARRISON—State
Senator (32nd Senatorial District)
B. F. McCLEAVE — State Seri-
ator (32nd Senatorial District) I
ROBERT E. LEE — State Sen-
ator (30th Senatorial District)
Shelby and Tipton Counties
' WASHINGTON — The people
' living in Asia. estimated at more
than 1.250 million, are more than
double the number in Europe and
four times the combine population
of the western hemisphere.
neral System Association. In 1946.
it was changed to the Metropoli-
tan Mutual Assurance company,
and seven years later, 1953, to the
Chicagu Metropolitan Mutual As-
surance company,
When Cole married 25 years
ago, his life took on experiences
and adventures he never figured
to encounter.
His wife, Mary, 43, became
known as a fabulous dresser and
spender. She garnered a reputa-
tion all her own and, later
fast year became involved in a'
$21,900 extortion plot
Last month she was cleared of
conspiracy charges \Olen Criminal
Court Judge Daniel Roberts re-
fused to admit as evidence re-
cordings of telephone conversa-
tions allegedly made between her
and other conspirators.
A pick-up man in the bizarre
case, Paul R. Smith, 41, was found
guilty of conspiracy and was sen-
tenced to 3 to 5 years in the
state prison.
Cole is also survived by a son,
Robert, jr.. and a daughter, Ro-
berta.
ROBERT A. COLE
Jim Crow
•
THE PVT. TOOK A BRIDE.
The former Miss Vera Brown
of Augusta, Ga., became the
bride of Pvt. Walter Rucker
in the home of the Rev. H. W.
Phinizy, who performed the
ceremony recently. Miss
Brown Is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Freddie Brown
Pvt. Rucser, who Is serving
In the Armed Forces, left
shortly after the reception for
Europe, where he is on an
18
-months assignment.
Victim Walker
(Continued from Page 1) (Continued from Page 1) .
(Continued from Page 1)
(ice exists in Memphis as a means
• of forcing Veterans Administration
hospitals in Mississippi to segre-
gate patients also.
Speaking in Jackson, Miss., he
claimed the facilities in his state
are "doing more for integra-
tion than for treatment of the
sick."
He stated that a Memphis VA
hospital places Negroes at one end
of each ward aria white men at
1 the other end.
'WANTS BIAS
According to Russell that's not
true in the Jackson VA hospital.
stood in front of her truck to pre-
vent her driving away until police
arrived.
STRUCK BY OFFICER
When two officers did arrive,
named in the suit as E. W. Bail-
•ey and Uiek Lousin Harvey, they
heard Mr. Pennington's side of the
story on the inside of the Appli-
ance company but refused to hear
hers, Mrs. Calhoun says in her
bill.
She says that when she refused
to reload the furniture at their re-
quest, explaining that it was too
heavy, one of the officers, hav-
,ing already poked her in the side
-With his stick, clapped her,
almost knocking her to t h e
ground.
taken home on trial for a week
under the impression that it could
be returned if she decided against I
using It.
C & S HEAD THREATENS
While talking with the salesman
who made her this promise' and
whom the bill says recalled it, Mr.
Pennington came up and asked
what was going on, identifying
himself 
pp l i a n ca es cao.vice 
president of C&S
A
When told, according to the bill,
Mr. Pennington said he would see
to it "that you buy this furni-
ture."
Mrs. Calhoun said she asked to
iselee. the contract that had been
out but was told this was imposs-
ible
when she took the furniture
She said when she started to
take the furniture from the truck !
Mr. Pennington first raised his
hand in a threatening manner and
then pushed her hand off the tail-
gate of the truck,
BLOCKS HER
Mrs. Calhoun said she beat
him to the truck and kept him
from getting her keys when she
was ready to leave but that he
planted himself in front of the
truck and told someone else in the
store to call the police.
She said it was nearly an
hour before the squad car bear-
ing Officers Bailey and Harvey I
arrived. They went inside, she
claims, then returned and order-
ed her to reload the furniture.
heard anything that soundedi
MR. BETTY ANN ALLEN —
State Representative To General
Assembly From Shelby County
WILLIAM R. BRADFORD —
State Representative To General
Assembly From Shelby County '
BEN FOPAY — State Repre-
sentative To General Assembly
From Shelby County.
JIM FOREMAN — State Repre-
sentative To General Assembly
From Shelby County, LATE START
M R S. MARGUERITE R A D- City dwellers, who have beenFORD — State Representiave To bound to the concrete by inclem-General Assembly From Shelby
ent weater, are getting ready toCounty.
treat Catskill resorts with the big-
,"g st August in history; and resort
MRS. MARION STEVENSON —•
State Republican Executive Com-
mittee Woman. 9th Congrsssion-
al District,
SIGNED:
Rev. C. M. Lee, pastor and si-
multaneous revival chairman, Bap-
tist Pastor's Alliance.
Rev, L. A. Hamblin, pastor,
Golden Leaf Baptist church, mod-
erator, Chickasaw District Asso.
Rev. H. H. Harper, pastor, St.
Matthew Baptist church.
Rev. L. H. Aldridge, Sec. B. M.
C.
Rev, E. Bates, moderator, Shel-
by County Baptist Association.
Dr. Herbert T. Brewster. exec-
utive secretary, Tenno.isee Baptist
convention.
Rev. W. L. Powell, presiding el-
der, AME church.
Rev. G. A. Evans, pastor of
Walker Memorial Christian church. ,
•
elected appeared better than
those of any other post-Reconstrue
• 
s
(ion Era bid by a Negro—provid-
ing the Negroes registered to vote
went out and voted for him.
All the anti-Negro sound has'
come from the CP camp which'
stands for interposition, continued
• 
'
segregation in all walks of life,•
unit vote by the Shelby delegation,
and retention of the Commission'
form of government locally.
Commissioner Armour, a lead- ,
ing spokesman for the CP ticket,
singled out Mr. Walker for men-
tion in a talk in which he came
out for "equal but separate fa-
cilities." He says he believes in
"segregation without discrimina- 41111ion"
•
MEXICO CITY — The state of
Vera Cruz in Mexico supplies an
estimated one-third of the entire
world supply of vanila extract and,_
some associated products.
;12,000.00 plus Per Year!
Need local Sales Representatives
for new firm. Highest Prestige
Business, some college preferred.
We train you completely.
Address Inquiries:
Mr. H B Perkins,
2717 Union Avenue
MADAM BELL
The Greatest Palmist on Earth
Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
at the Mississippi State line for years is
back on her own place to stay.
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
If any of these are your problems, come let
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
at once.
LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington, Ten-
nessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turf Club. Two blocks below the other reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your .bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cabdriver the address.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours: 9 a.m. to 9 p m Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters.
BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
ANU THE RIGHT NAME
•
•
•
•
,• '• -
•
by I. 41e Wilson
EDITOR TRI.ST TE DEFENDER
'The Figure 49,3 5 Reflects Inspiring Story
i• Probably one of tl)gi most sig-
nifisant stories of the past week
here was buried en the brief an-
nowement of e five digit figure
49,345
The figurser represents hearten-
e,v..irtence that our people in
city, after Y3 years of initi-
. ative strangling "bossism" in mu.
Plic-inal government, are aware
that they must shake off indif-
ference to who controls our lo-
cal, state and national govern-
ments,
It reflects an inspiring picture
of calm forwarding-marching lead.
ership from ministers, civic lead-
ers and your newspapers in arous-
ing the people from the freedom.
throttling attitude of "my one vote
won't help change anything."
1. The figure is an eloquent testi.
are becoming weary of bearing
our share of the financial burden
of government, then having to
bear the injustice of numerous un
democratic corrals.
The figure, as you realize by
now, is the official count of the
number of Negro Memphians reg-
istered to vote in the Aug. 2 Pri-
mary and the General Election
this fall.
The 49,345 registered represents
almost one-third of the total Ne-
gro population of Memphis (ac-
cording to the Census Bureau),
and more than 20 percent of the
city-wide registration. Significant-
ly also, it is an increase of 9.710
over the previously announced fig-
ure of 39,635 as announced by the
Election Commission.
This is no time to rest on our
I•thlittial that many citizens of col- oars in the campaign to get ev- f 
'dr are going to actively help shape ery citizen of age qualified to vote.
-the future they want for them- The betterment of our welfare de
.selves and their childrer by ex mands that we intensify the drive
.airCising the right to 'tote. immediately after the Aug. 2 Pri- • .
— the figure 
an 
— says in firm- 
solidarity and strength come the 
mary. We must show even more says Labor secretary mitchelllets and Christi humility, we
are as one before God; and, we General Election in November.
LT. GEORGE W. LEE, in
whose honor a new post of-
fice branch station was nam-
ed upon dedication Sunday on
Mississippi blvd., at Cramp
blvd., poses here with William
(Bull) Owens, left, who will
be superintendent of the sta-
tion: Memphis Postmaster A.
L. Moreland, and his daugh•
ter, Gilds Lee. More than a
dozen speakers, including May-
or Edmund Orgill, U. S. Dis-
trict Atty. Millsaps Fitzhugh
and Ormonde A. Kieb, assist-
ant postmaster general, prais-
ed Lt. Lee, the first Negro in
this area to have a post office
named for him. The U. S. flag
which will hang over t
building was presented Mr.
Moreland by Mr. Kieb and
Postmaster Moreland in turn
presented it to Owens, who is
now a supervisor in the De-
Soto Station on Calhoun. Mr.
Kieb reminded that there is
no discrimination in the post
office. More than 3,000 attend-
ed the dedicatory services.
(Withers Photo)
Armour's "Equal But Separate" Stand
Commissioner Claude Armour "Well, I tell you," she said, "I
was quoted last week as saying+ been here long enough to know
during a political speech that he ' this voting thing is white folks
is for segregation — for "equal business, and they don't want us ,
but separate facilities, but not for colored people messing around,
social equaiits." with it. I'm staying out of trou-
The forthright statement of his ble."
: position on segregation did not With that she headed across
tome as news to the Negro corn- Beale, Soon I watched her disap-
• runity. However, worthy of pass- pear up a stairway that led to
ing comment fs the time-proven rental rooms.
: Irnpmetical "separate but equal" We have learned since then that
thou'', which the commissioner this woman is not alone in her Ist suts. And, he, is not alone fear, lame reasoning, and lack of,
In thinking. knowledge of the progress made
Wes•Ask this question: If the Op- by Negroes here inexercising the ,
posStn forces to desegregation franchise.
are—to convinced that "separate An effective program of enlight-
but:equal" facilities are best why ment and encouragement must be
didi_T they provide such during
tholtaears when the opportunity
-'w'ar' a hand The answer is sim-
ple. They didn't intend to. Not un-
til the handwriting was on the wall
about segregation in schools and
nubile' facilities did there develop.
for example, a rush to build nice,
shiny schools for Negroes.
1 As to "social equality", Comm.
Armour knows as well as any
fairly intelligent citizen, that is a
personal matter. Negroes exer-
cise freedom of choice in the mat-
ter of association just as persons
of any other civilized race.
U. S. District Attorney iilillsaps
Fitzhugh knocked some of t h e
props from under those excuse-
giving citizens last week who are
qualified to vote but lack t h e
smaltt 
Ik
ourage necessary to exer-
cise e privilege.
After returning to Memphis
from Icashington where he attend-
ed thi District Attorneys confer-
eneejle announced that he would
''vignetsusly prosecute. .any con-
ning: formed to deprive the peo-
ple o& their right to vote,"
Heitated that his office will be
spenliuring the election to han-
dle se violation that might occur.
He ?Ire clear that he is especial-
ly interested in enforcing the civil
rights statutes.
During the last election here a
waddle-aged woman walked up to
this writer and inquired:
I "Are' our people voting today?"
I answered: ''Yes, of course
they are. Have you registered to
vote?11
1 She asked: "Did you vote?"
"Yes, I just left the polling booth
en McLemore."
"Have you been here long?" scene and began to set the frac-
"Yea long enough to know I tures immediately. Some of theI ,
can vote." prisoners suffered compound frac-
tures and most all Were given
sedatives to ease the pain.
Dr. Smith quickly exhausted his
supply of available splints and
other prisoners were assigned to
cut makeshift splints from boards.
Ambulances were rushed from a
private funeral home in Lawrence-
ville, Ga., to take 10 of the most
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Beer Drinkers Eye
Whiskey As Strike
Halts Deliveries
HAMMOND, Ind. — (INS) —
ASHING ION — Secretary of
I Labor James 1'. Mitchell called im-
proved schooling the key to great-
er opportunity for minority groups.
The Secretary spoke at the Mi-
nority Groups Conference in the
Labor Department Building. 0th-
The 3-day conference was called
by Miss Roberta Church, Minor-
ity Groups Consultant to the La-
bor Department's Bureau of Em-
ployment Security, to assist the
Department in its efforts to pro-
mote employment on the basis of
or speakers included Assistant merit.
Secretary of Labor J. Ernest Wil- Assistant Secretary of Labor,
kins and Boris Shishkin, Director i Wilkins told the meeting that since I
of the AFL-CIO Civil Rights Di non-whites constitute a majority
vision. in the total world population, "it I
Mr. Mitchell' said "the ration-
alization of those who are oppos- •
ed to upgrading and training mem-
bers of minority groups seems to
be that minority groups are not w
educationally equipped to develop
the higher skills."
BEGINS .N SCHOOL
Because it is true that Negroes • 
and others do not obtain ade-
quate education in some areas of
is important to provide equal op-
portunity for all Americans here
at home, in order for our coun-
try to maintain leadership on the
international scene."
Boris Shiskin described AFL -
Cl() efforts "to bring equal op-
portunity in every phase of life
within the reach of every Amer-
ican." Ile said one of the prob-
lems on which the federation is
working is "what happens after
TAP-STATE DEFENDER 
'3Sat., August 4, 1956
Honor Bishop McEwen
At Ceremony August 5
a man is hired — whether he is
kept in a common labor pool and
denied advancement in a skilled
job."
Bias in promotion is not only
discouraging to the skilled work-
er but deters young people who
might otherwise have been eager
to acquire skills through appren-
tice training, Mr. Shishkin said.
A highligie of Official Day on
August 5, of the State Convocation
of the Church of God in Christ of
Western Tennessee will be the
dedication of hicEwen Place, now
Long Place, in honor of Bishop A.
B. hicEWen.
The convocation is now conven-
ing at the Lane Avenue Church
of God in Christ, 936 Lane avenue,
with services opening at 9 a. m.
Programs are sponsored daily by
various departments and organi-
zations throughout the session
which ends on Tuesday, August
7th.
Official Day services will be
(held at Mason's Temple beginning
at 10 a. m. The afternoon servi-
ces begin at 1 p. m. with a pro-
co.isional by the state chorus. The
message will be brought by Bish-
op NIcEwen.
l'UNDAUNTED SPIRIT'
In recognition of Bishop Mc-
Euen',.; "undaunted spirit, unde-
filed character and faithful servi-
ces," Long Place will officially
be dedicated MeEwen Place at 5
p. m. with Mayor Edmund Orgill
performing the ceremonies.
Radio station WLOK will broad-
cast Official Day service; between
3 and 4 p. in. Sunday, August 4
Bishop MeEwen presides over
Western Tennessee and Foreign
fields, is president of the Corpora-
tion of Tennessee, on the church's
national financial committee, eu-
devised to reach this segment of the country, the Secretary said,
our populace here, la basic problem is that of equip- INDIANOLA, Miss. —(AN?) 
—
I ping them "to measure up to the "The grand jury did not act aft-
Magazine Calls Ill. .iohs which will he available in er receiving an FBI report of the
Most American State
•
SSISSIppl
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Illinois
is the subject of an article that
will appear in the September issue
of Holiday magazine. Written by
Clyde Brion Davis, it describes
Illinois as "a portrait of the na-
tion's hub — the most vividly
American of all states."
the coming age of technological
advance.-
Progress against job bias "be-
gins in the schools and in the vo-
cational guidance programs, and
finally rests, I believe, with the
employers, who must see to it
that equal opportunity is afforded I
all — regardless of race, color, or
creed," Mr. Mitchell declared.
• BARGAINS
Camper. Our Prices!
• -Auto Mufflers
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
tooroustoed for Lif• of Your Coe
Chevrolet, '37-'52 .............493
elhevisho, '53255 675
Pant '39-'$4  615
torJ,.  7.71
Plynurantt,  . . 7.55
Panting, '34-'14  7.00
Iva; '53-36  9.50
INSTALL/0 /OR 51,00
" NUMMI YOU WAIT
Call for Prices is Other
Makes of Cars and Trucks
Lazarov Bros.
Auto Parts Co.
1452 THOMAS
JA. 7-2536
34 '('on' Break
Legs in Protest
BUFORD, Ga., — — Thir-
ty-six Georgia convicts succeeded I
in getting out of the hot sun yes-
terday, after disabling themselves
by smashing their own legs with
10 pound sledge hammers at the I
rock quarry state prison.
In a protest against working in
the hot southern sun with their
wheelbarrows too heavily ladened,
the inmates crushed their own
bones with hammers meant to
pulverize rocks Monday afternoon
The self-maiming came at the end
of a half-hour break.
The prisoners acted so quickly
and silently that the guards did
not realize what had, happened
until it was too late to do anything
but call the prison doctor.
Dr. Ruben Small arrived on the
Beer drinkers may shift to whis-
ky in Lake County today.
A wage strike of 150 beer
truck drivers and warehouse-
men has nearly stopped all de-
1 liveries of beer in the Calumet
area.
The Teamsters' Union seeks
wage hikes of 510 a week for
truck drivers and 25 cents an
hour for warehouse workers.
The beer wholesalers offered
wage Increases of about half
that amount.
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!oh Bias Begins In The Schools,
seriously injured to the state prison
hospital at Reidsville.
The State Rock Quarry prison Is
known as the "Little Alcatraz"
of the Georgia penal system.
The prison was founded in 1949,
and houses hardened criminals.
Any man who serves in the
quarry for 12 months on good be-
havior is transferred to another
prison. There were 189 inmates
when the leg-breaking occurred.
Watson, N. Y.
Senator, Wed
NEW YORK — (AN? — Mrs.
D'Jaris Hinton Jenkins, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James M. Hin-
ton, sr of Columbia, S. C., was
married here last week to New
York State Senator James L. Wat-
son, son of Mrs. James S. Wat-
son and the late Judge James S.
Watson.
, Mrs. Watson, a graduate of Tal-
ladega college and the Atlanta
School of Social Work, has done
further study in group psycho-
therapy at Columbia university.
imumonw 
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: ,..75stormsr COOPER
sunsarso • BLESSING • BLESSING
Health. Happiness To A More Successful Life
'Wishing Won't Get P. Seeing Me WI.1 '
When your love ones turn their back an vo,
then you turn to me. Don't miss this God-sent
sun Bee me today Be blessed tomorrow .lesiis
lever fails Prayer changes things, Are von
hiving troubles or matters that YOU can't cnn-
trol' By all means see this God-Sent man im-
mediately. Call today for special winning B:es,
Ins.
PROPHET COOPER
Telephone or telegraph or corn. in persnn Nn
mail received I am in the office 7 (lava a
week.
54 A. II. _ Noon 5 P M to :0 P. M
Phone STevenson 4-4219
1833 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa
iii ignore
ee Killing
1954 death of a Belzoni, Miss.,
Negro and as far as I'm con-
cerned the case is closed unless
there's sonic development."
These were the words of a Mis-
sissippi district attorney here last
week, in connection with the mys-
terious death of the Rev. George
Wesley Lee, killed two years ago
in an alleged auto wreck at Bel-
zoni.
District Atty.. Stanny Sanders
declined to divulge any of the FBI
report. •
"Although the report was turn-
ed over to us," he said, "it's
really theirs."
The Rev. Lee, a county leader
in the NAACP, was found to have
lead pellets in his face when Ne-
gro physicians examined the body
at the inquest, but white physi-
cians made no such report.
BORIS SHISHKIN, director of
Civil Rights department of the
AFL-CIO. speaks during Lb e
recent Minority Groups con•
ference in the Labor Depart-
ment Building. Miss Roberta
Church, of Memphis, seated
right, minority groups consul-
tant with the Labor Depart-
ment's bureau of employment
security, called the three-day
conference.
Educators Pick
Charles Johnson
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A St.
Louis industrialist, a national li-
brary official, a college president
and a New York adult education
executive hase been elected to
I the highest offices on the Adult
+Education Association of the
U. S.
Vs'inifred Fishier, executive direc-
tor of the New York Adult Edu-
cation council, was named secre-
tary-treasurer.
Five new Executive Committee
members were elected for three-
year terms. They are: Gunnar
Dybwad, executive director of the
Child StudElbert W. Burr, manager of y Association in New
personnel development at Alonsan- York City; M. Leo Rippy, direc-
to Chemical company St. Lou- tor, Department of Christian i Ed-
ucation of Adults, Methodist
Board of Education, Nashville,
Tenn.; Thurman J. White, dean
is, Mo., will be installed as pres-
ident for one year at the associa-
tion's conference in Atlantic City
cation, National Farms Union,
Denver, Colo.; and Frank Munk,
professor of political science, Reed
college, Portland, Pre. The re-
tiring president of the Association
is Kenneth D. Benne, director of
the Hume nRclations Center, Bos-
ton university, Bosto, Mass.
The Adult Edication Association
was founded in 1951 to advance the
concept that learning is a iifelong
process among the American peo-
ple and to improve the quality of
adult educational opportunities
available to them.
2 Unknown Men
Stab Laborer
CHICAGO, Ill. —
Vernon bates. 28, of 1726 W. 13th
st., a laborer, was stabbed Satur-
day by two unknown men on the h
street near 1635 W. Hastings st.
perintendent of the national con
-;Church of God in Christ for ser-
vocation, president of Terrell Me-ivices with the Youth Depart-
morial hospital, chairman of aTment's presentation of their an-
special church commission, the Inuit Talent program.
elders council and the national!
I Union Baptizing at Mason Tern-
trustee board. pie. 8:30 p. m., Tuesday night,
Monday, August 6. the delega- August 7, closes out the consoca-
tion returns to Lane Avenue ,tion.
BEING HONORED—Outstand-
ing recognition will be given
Bishop A. B. McEwen, presid-
ing prelate of Western Tennes•
see and Foreign Fields of the
Church of God in Christ on
Sunday. August 5 at 5 p. m.
uhen Long Place in Memphis
sill officailly be dedicated Me-
Esk en Place with Mayor Ed-
mund Orgill performing the
ceremonies.
Shreveport Gets
Big Grid Rivalry
By JULIUS S. SCOTT, JR.
MARSHALL, Texas—T h e Prai-
rie View Panthers and the Wiley
Wildcats will meet in their annual
Southwest conference grid en-
counter on Saturday night, Dec.
1, at the Louisiana State Fair Sta-
dium in Shreveport.
The Panther-Wildcat battle has
for 26 years been the big show in
Dallas at the Cotton Bowl. But this
year the Wildcats, who had not
copped a single tilt at the Texas
State Fair since 1946, were drop-
ped by the Dallas Pair officials.
The return of Fred Long to the
helm of the local Methodists has
revived the students and alumni to
a fever pitch and the coming Prai-
srie View-Wiley grid encounter is
again expected to pack its once
great crowd appeal.
Grambling, • the 1953 national
grid king, has been signed for a
Dallas appearance against the
the Longmen for the night of Oct.
13 at Dal-Hi stadium. This will be
Coach Eddie Robinson's terrific
Tigers' first appearance in the
HOMES FOR SALE
1705-1709.1715 S. Parkway L.
3-Bedroom Brick.
These Nome, sire tko lost if the low
priced hornos located in this stem. AU
hav• sir condition units sand ore Nang
sold it the 'morals/id prim
Good Cosh Payment, lotanc4
Easy Terms
EVELYN TAYLOR, Lk. Iroker
45-1522 2635 Spottswood
N. J., next November. To sues of extension, University of Okla- The victim said he could think
ceed him in 1957, the 12,000 mem- homa, Okahoma City; John M. of no reason why the men attacked ,
bers of the association named Ldhlund• director of adult Hu- him.
Texas grid metropolis.
Langston, ancient Willty
piloted by grizzled "Zip" Gayle',
will be the Wildcats' hmnracom-
ing guest here on Saturday after-
noon, Nov. 3. The long time rivalry
between Wiley and Langston, plus
Coach Long's appearance direct-
ing the destiny of the Wildcata
after an absence of eight foot-
ball seasons, will bring Wiley
alumni here from all parts of the
nation.
A111111•111111•11111111116.
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS . LAMPS
VACUUM CLEANERS
FANS . PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM MU
CLEANERS  up
d4 r
ohnsIon
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union • IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave. - 33-8507
Open Nights Fro* Parking
Mrs. Grace T. Stevenson, associ-
ate executive secretary of the 1
American Library association in h
Chicago, as president-elect. 1
Charles S. Johnson, president of
Fisk university of Nashville, Tenn.
+ and a distinguished sociologist,
We Have All The
"HIT RECORDS"
Popular, Rock-and-Roll
RYTHM AND BLUES
Both Speeds, 45 and 78
BOB NEAL'S
Record Shop
Open Each Day 10:00 a.m. To 9:00 p.m.
50 South Main Street
( Next To Warner Theatre)
Phone IA. 5-3156
VISIT THE SOUTH'S ONLY NEGRO OWNED
AND OPERATED GARMENT FACTORY
CHOIR
ROBES
PULPIT
ACADEMIC
GOWNS
STOLES
SUITS
O'COATS
SKIRTS
TROUSERS
Bodden & Company Tailors, Inc.
582 Vance Avenue - Memphis, Tennessee
CALL US FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION — BUDGET TERMS
JA. 7-5425 — JA, 5-9508
"HEY' MABEL! I
BLACK LABEL"! 4
Carling's Black Label Beer
One of Memphis' Favorite
Beers Distributed '
By
A. S. BARBORO, Inc.
And advertised Oft Pittimphtely#,:r
favorite radio :talon
Wednesday ?km Saturday
12:30 lk art.
DIAL
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•
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Lo 94Etil AOAPHETI4
TOOK A GAR ME 14 , AND ,
LAID IT jj Fo,..7TH ThIEN
50l.A..49E *NJ IVOR
aAcresm o• ANO CCMEND
D-IE NAM ore% Or THEIR
Ferree.
.."••••
Stossored By
IMISPealee4t
MARK
AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM
• Word has reached us of the con- er, a minister and member of the
finement of a beloved minister church.
our midst, the Rev. D. M. Gris- Baptist Training Union starts at
• 
ham of Centenary Methodist 6 p.m. A sermon will be prestent-
• church. Res.. Grisham was at this ed at 7 p.m.
; Writing recuperating from an op- Rev. A. R. Williams is the pas-
eration at the E. H. Crump Me- tor.
•snonal hospital. Our very best BETHEL AME
-lavishes for a thorough recovery The usual schedule of services
Is extended to the pastor. will be held at Bethel AME
,ZBETHLEHEM BAPTIST church, Sunday The Sund
A day of regular service cam- school at 9:30 a.m., will be con-
.•- rises Bethlehem Baptist church's ducted by Prof. W. E. Scott. Rey.
agenda for Sunday. ; Robert L. McRae, the pastor. will
B. H. Holman will conduct the deliver the morning sermon Corn-
Sunday school at 915 tam, The: munion will follow, immediately.
morning worship will begin at 11 The ACE League comences at
a.m. Officiating will be the pas
-1 6:30 p.m. Thomas Powell is the
tor, Rev. J. R. Bibbs. Commund director.
ion will be administered at this Night service will be held at
ur, also. 7:30.
Baptist Training Union at 6:30 NEW HOPE BAPTIST
.31s. will be directed by James This Friday, August 3, the No.
Alteopt The evening service be- i 1 choir of New Hope Baptist
Itt ! church will -give a plate supper
• • •
Rev. Joe Allen is the pastor of . ing into us own after generations R
• Divine worship will be held at the New Hope Baptist church. of colonialism and will be a force acial Bias
l'at 13•111. to contend with in the next fewr LONDON — The British Laborto The Columbus Baptist church !nd
• 
: years when at least four more
Party has demanded an end to
' ttheni. awson Flits of the African bush. regation and discrimination in Bri-an ites the public to worship with !sovereign nations will sprout out official recognition of racial seg-risIAETTN TEMPLE MEMORIAL Sudan. Moronno and Tunisia ,
. lash colonies.Starting services at the Martin gained independence this year and. It ealed for integration of races'
.•
emple Memorial CME church, GFe „LW Ruby Jones. Mrs. Jones will overnment: nation world organization prompt-dy after the General Assembly •
will take their place in the 76-'
; in schools and hospitals, elimina-
tion of regulations authorizing seg- !
day, will be Superintend-
regation in housing estates, and
upervise the Sunday school at la e a • - I" l' convenes after the U. S. Presiden- a guaranty that parks. sports
- 
The morning worship will fea-
.• :30 a.m. 
' Lobbyists ,..,, itial election. Sudan and Morocco -I already have been recommended grounds and youth clubs financed
with public money "shall he avail-
clure an interesting sermon by the I dianinnously for 
admission by the w----
ddidisiad I 'able at all times to people of all
it
By RAYMOND WILCOVE Security Council and
•astor. Rev. L. A. Storey. It he- 
or membership bid will be acted , raees• 
The Labor party pledged itselfins at 11 a.m. Providing an ap- WASHINGTON — (INS) — A upon this week.
-se to obtain these objectives if andtedopriate atmosphere with heauti• House subcommittee charged NEW NATIONS when it is returned to power.Ail music will be the c h u r c h Tuesday that government agend, Next Year the Gold Coast and In a sweeping new charter on' hoirs. cies are illegally using high.priedge id are scheduled to reachOf colonial policy the Labor partyChristian Youth Fellowship i ed experts to lobby legislation ! independence and in 1960 Somali- said that Btitain has the duly 01h.neets at 6 p m. Fred Garner is i through Congress, land now under Italian adminis- laying the foundations for full de-
bi -`he president. The evening send' A government operations sub- trati.on under a trusteeship agree- mocracy in its colonial territories.ilfe commences at 7:30, committee headed by Rep. VVil- ment with the U• N., will emerge' 
Mrs. Geraldine Sims is t h e barn L. Daa son (D: Ill., said such as a free nation. In addition there;
Ourch reporter. • action is in violation of the law, are numerous "trust" territories a
ill Climaxing a day of spiritual en- House that Congress has specifi_ rica dhich are being grooed for 
Aged WomanNit. JUDE BAPTIST It asserted in a report to the scattered through the heart of Al
I - Loses Life Asla ightenmedt at the St. Jude Bap- calla prohibited federal agencies eventual self-rule.niist church, Sunday, will be a par., from using government funds to Western informants said t h e
isaking of the Lord's Supper by help obtain enactment of legisla- new African states will provide
tion. 'Home Burnsladle membership at 8 p.m. Rev. fertile ground for the introduction ,
A subcommittee aide told a and 
development of new ideas andbed. H. Mosby.dthe pastor, will de- .
=iver a message. newsman that the experts are hir- 
modern concepts and that, tin- ,AUGUSTA. Ga. — An elderls
. The Sunday school will be held ed "by the highest official, us-. dou e , . ebt db.. th  
Kremlin rulers are
in 
woman, caught in a trap of her
dee in charge. The morning wor-
it. 9:15 a.m. William J. Davis will ually the head of agencies or their i
top assistants.- i 
their plans for infiltration in the
closely Studying the.  situation 
tedeinot. rl Yo'o nv‘t
making,  
     It1;e't. arnsa 
frame 
burnede flameshom 
home..,hip 
her•:
-hi convenes at 11 a m. A seri- , He said the number is not 
large.1 "II ise of "self-less" offers of aid..
The victim was identified asnon by the pastor will be pre-. „we found about ..... ' The Soviets already have madeso during our overtures to Libya with attractive 
'Mrs. Louise Johnson. 60, who was_.ented. investigation:' he related. "al- offers of medical and other assist- found by firemen on top of a pile :r,..... Mrs. Easter Charles will direct though that is not to say there ance but have been rebuffed in
' oldrubbish in her bedroom.he Baptist Training Union.
.. were not more. They are inyar- favor of help from the \Vest. The Firemen said the woman evi-;T. JAMES AME iably experts in their field. Among i Russians, however, are expected dently made frantic attempts toThe Flora club of St. James them were several ex - congress- to continue trying in their at. escape the flames, but was bar-ME Church met this past Wed- tempts to gain economic footholds red from fleeing through ether of• 
. men.
aesday at the home of Mrs. Hord ,.
• We ran across one expert who on the African continent. : the doors by piles of rubbish, oldInce McPherson of 982 Leath at
was a member of a prominent Extensive efforts also are anti-, furniture clothing, rags and •sey-t p.m. Plans were completed for law firm. He was employed at eipated from the "neutralist" j era] chairs which had never beenhe annual "Trip Around t h e $75 a - day to help get the foreign camp of Egyptian President Ga- .ordsraPPed after purchase.;World." The "Trip- has in prevl. aid bill through Congress, One of mat Mule' Nasser and Indian She lived alone in the little hute--tus years proven to be quite sue-
, his tasks was to furnish members Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru 
'essful and it is the aim of the of Congress with information aril toward enticing the African na- .Saves Pilot Ofmembers of this fine club that. the mutual security program." lions away from the West and to- 
t shall continue to be. Mrs. Flordi S100-A-DAY ward the influential Arab-Asian ....
!nee McPherson is president. ' Burning Plane; The experts and consultants hir- bloc. .
Sunday school will he under the ed . ,,,
n government agencies re- Nasser openly has supported ', IlF.ADLAND. Ala. — (ANP)—
supervision of William Jackson at Johnny Culpepper. 40, pilot of aveive around S35 to $100 a day African nationalist seeking freed ,
to help get the foreign aid bill dom from outaide rule and is ex- a.m. Officiating during the cotton-duster airplane, has a Ne•
through Congress. One of h i s , pectecf to make a powerful hidmorning worship at II a m . 
will gro farmer to thank for his-
he pastor, Rev. IL McDonald Net- I both inside and outside U. N. for life today.tasks was to furnish members of I
Congress with information on the African alignment on neutral-;on. CulpePper as described last1st grounds The continent, hThe ACE League will be held' tsus. week as being in serious condi-mutual security program.- i
at 6 p.m. Devotion and a sermon The subcommittee said its in- 
promises to emerge as a new 
, lion after the plane he was fly-arena for ideological pressuresare scheduled for 7:30 p.m. ing crashed in a field and explod-vestigation also disclosed severalCommunion dill be administer- and economic control. 
, ed into flames.instances where trade association There are already five Africaned during the morning and eve. L. C Jones, a farmer, ran to,d, officials and registered lobbyists nations represented in the U. N.
rung service at II a m-' atti '7''''' were employed as "so-called ex•___ Ethiopia, Liberia, Egypt, Lib- 
the scene and found the pilotp.m., respectively. 
strapped in the cockpit of thepens and consultants:. 
' ya and the Union of South Africa. burning craft. Using Culpepper'sMrs. Thelma McKissic is t h e 12,965 EXPERTS Illi fore the year's end Sudan. 1110-hutch report
Sunday school at 9:30 a m. A ser-
. 
11. h heard at or -neutralize- the rising me-
NU will be delivered during the,N11 a.m. Combined choirs of the
morning worship at 11 a m.
ozhurch will sing.
1 . . The Baptist Training will begin
THE 10-YEAR-OLD FULTZ
QUADS now take time out
from a game of badminton.
The active quads love sports,
and thrive on a healthful diet
I ncluding Pet Evaporated
Milk, which was the first—and
only milk given them as bald
lea and which they still drink
at every meal. Anne, Louise,
%lice, and Catherine are the
world's only identical Negro
quadruplets.
oretell
ole In
Sam Marsnall will conduct hsmall in comparison to other geo-sermon by the pastor, Rev. A tee,warned of Soviet efforts to court
pendent African states, three of n
which are slated for admission to Dr
- N. thisfall,. .
sharg
- Mrs. L. M. we s will he ITt 
e of the Baptist Training' 
at 6 p m. The evening worship Diplomats expressed belief the Asks End Of„Ill be held at 7i30. "dark" continent at last is com-
dd.lnion at 6 P m•
dad •
COLUMBUS BA PTI ST at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
t 
From Jackson, Tenn., comes lie Anderson of 959 alarchainell.
- be 'influence Day' speaker for The plate supper, which begins at
_. that observation at the Columbus 7:30 p.m.. is one of the projects
aptist church, Sunday. He is the for the forth-coming Choir Rally
l'Rev. F. D. Freeman, pastor of ; on Sunday. Plates will sell for
• the Cerrogordo Baptist church,' 75c. The public is Invited.
, -there. Rev. Freeman will deliver The Choir Rally on Sunday, will
the address at 3 p.m. Cerrogordo's begin at 3 p.m. Expected to par-
:choirs will furnish the music. ticipate in the rally are guest
- ;hairman and co-chairman for churches: Little Rock, Mt. Olive. I
'Influence Day," a rally for the Ellis Grove, Union, and L i k el
thurch building fund, are Jessie ; Grove. Mrs. E. M. Curry is presid By PIERRE J. HUSS will continue to grow progressived graphical regions in the U. N.
,;Webster and Mrs. Beatrice Rog- 1' dent of the No. 1 choir, and Mrs.Ii UNITED NATIONS. N. Y. _ by 
shifting their weight betas een the African slates may hold the
; R. L. Jones is the directress Gen-
l chairman of the Choir Rally 
t(INS) 
— 
Western diplomats pre-
. Sunday school opens at 9.30 a m. dieted last week a major role
elfw 
era   ll
Bumpus is the superintendent.' for Africa in world affairs andis Miss Mary Fowler
New African
World Affairs
voling millions of additional Aft's. • balance of power in U. N. votes
cans.
While their number remains
GREATER WHITE STONE BAPT The subcommittee found that roceo and Tunisia will have been
Sunday is annual Choir Day at 12.965 experts and consultants ing the total to eight The number
the Greater White Stone Baptist! have been hired by the Eisenhow- admitted to membership. increas-
church. The entire day will be de-i er administration. Some were 
voted to the observation Miss known as WOCS because they Justice department In minimize
Mattie Kennell is the chairman. served with compensation. Othersi the possibility of anti-trust viola.
Joseph McGhee jr.. will conduct tions.were known as %%ALS. because 
they were paid only" when ac. , he Sunday School at 930 a m.
Bringing the morning message at tually employed ••
II a.m . will be Rev. J. H. Wheel- The subcommittee urged some
centralized control over the hir-
ing of WOCS and WAES and over
the activities of advisors commit,
tee-, composed of non-government
LOANS — INSURANCE people.
72 Union Avisnu• It said that of 1,394 committees
Sorving Memphis 50 Years established to advise the various
agencies. only 615 are complying
with standards suggested by the
Li
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
IA. 6-0 34 1
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONI
306 Poplar at tauditrdal•
Phon• IA 5.6348
itish Party
knifed which had fallen to the
ground. Jones cut the safety belt
and pulled the man free
CHOIR sai PULPIT
GOWNS
As C•I•es sod Color
ComINwilbows
R•asensely r..red
FIRMITVIE I1U1
Pulp: t% Pies at
••••••••••• tubly% Septet
awls_ri it,
11.•-mt Pewee A•vesAM
Pt.* No (ewe's*
SPRINGER FASNION UNIFORMS
WASP!, 2, 0 C_ . ATLANTA 3 GA,
110 14 St 77 Alebeft• 5W
I I'
1P`•
39c
79c
$1.19
Say i School
Is Key To
Race Bias
Tubma Pledges
Liberia West
Labor department building.
nority groups conference in the seduced from our firm commit-1 furnishes the U.
ments to the free world." 80,000,000 pounds
1,250,000 tons of
iron ore.
civil rights division. 
devotion to the cause of democd In his speech, Tubm
sShishkin, director of the AFL-CIO
Mitchell saia "the rationaliza- 
racy has strengthened us in our It cannot escape us o
• •r. '
(ion of those who are opposed to 
earnest endeavors to keep the occasion to record our-deep deb
. . 
tiohrechAforficalinbecrotyntienae.enrt..beaming on of gratitude to the Government
and people of the United States
Other speakers included Assist-
ant Secretary of Labor J. Ernest
Wilkins of Chicago and Boris
speech celebrating Liberia's Inde- moan 
MONROVIA, Liberia — In a and s conceived by such Amer-
Labor James P. Mitchell called country's "deep debt of gratitude 
patriots is Henry Clay, John
Bushrod Washington andpendence Day President William , Marshalt
WASHINGTON — Secretary of V. S. Tubman acknowledged his James Monroe.
greater opportunity for minority the U. S. for their aid in establish- 
state in
Liben became an independent
847. It was an ally ofimproved schooling the key to to the government and people of ,
groups, World War l. 
Na•orld War I and
The secretary spoke at the mi- declared that "we shall not be 
the U. S.
II, and is a charter
U. S. It currently
ing Liberia" 109 years ago and
member of thik
each year with
of rubber and
'odd's purestHe stated that the confidence
of the U. S. "in our unswerving
private investment capital for es-bureau of employment security,
to assist the department in its ef-
forts to promote employment on
basis of merit.
Assistant Secretary of Labor
Wilkins told the meeting that
since non
-whites constitute a ma-
jority in the total world popula-
tion, "it is important to provide
equal opportunity for all Ameri-
cans here at home, in order for
; our country to maintain leader-
ship on the international scent."
Seek 2 Million
For A&T College
GREENSBORO, N. C. — New
buildings and other permanent im-
provements, to cost more than two
million dollars, were last week re-
quested for A&T college.
College officials placed before
the special advisory budget cons-
by shigting their weight between mission of the state legislature
the Western and Oriental nations, which visited the campus last:
Certainly they will make the week' requests for three new •buildings, one addition, and gen-Arab-Asian bloc the most powerful 
;
eral improvements and equipmentin the world organization. 'all to cost $2,047,623.
sential raw materials needed to
reinforce the cause of freedom,
justice and equally for men and
swerving devotion to the causenations everywhere."
of democracy has strengthened us
Liberia, with a population of ap-
,in our earnest encleavOrs to keep
proximately two million, is the the torch of liberty ever beam.
of America for their undiminish-
ing interest in, and heightening
support of our well-being and pros-
upgrading and training members
of minority groups seems to be I He pledged that 'we shall con-tinue to work dith all our mightthat minority groups are not ed-
and main in the United Nationsucationally equipped to develop the
higher skills." 
perity, hough they were them-I. . . to defeat the forces presently
selves deadlocked in a desprateat work to deprive us and themProgress against job bias "bed civil struggle to preserve theirof our liberties."gins in the schools and in the so- Union from chaos and disintegra-
employers, who must see to it 
gratified to state that in addition
The President said "We are
to the world their inherent devo-
cational guidance programs, and lion. they nevertheless reaffirmed
finally rests. I believe, with the
all — regardless of race, color
that equal opportunity is afforded ence, we are rapidly developing
to maintaining our national exist-
lice and equality when they ca-
tion to the CJILS;' of freedom, jus-
or creed." Mitchell declared,
The three-day conference was
i ces, not by eurselves alone but
our human and physical tesour•
this continent.
tended the tenets of democracy to
called by Miss Roberta Church of
Chicago, miniroty groups consult- 
a new formula based on mutual . ...
by the conscientious application of
idiosyncrallies of some segments
Moreover, regardless of the
ant to the Labor Department's 
respect and equal confidence in , d
gcn-the free interchange of skills and! ili their population, they have
erally and consistently fostered
and upheld the democratic prin-
ciples that oppose segregation.
"Their confidence in our un-
said:
only Negro Republic. in Africa.
Its government is modeled direct-
ly after that of the U. S. It was
founded in West Africa in 1822
ing on this continent; and they as
well as the others of our sincere
Western friends and collaborators
. in the battle for freedom may be
with the assistance of the Amen- assured that shall not be se-
can Colonization Society which duccd from Our firm commitmentsd as seeking a solution to the proh- to the Free World."terns of Negro slavery in America 
CHURCH
WORKERS
Earn money arid valuable
premiums for your church
with minimum effort. For
FREE details write:
DR. BRABHAM
Fitzgerald, Georgia
MOCARENCyclAu sEsuH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
"WHERE FOLKS LIKE you
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE"
Hony Oolitic
Demand Mexsana;
its medicated ingre-
dients cling close, form protec-
tive shield against chafe, pro-
mote healing. Cools, soothes,
burn of heat rash, prickly heat,
diaper rash. For all the family's
minor rashes. Get it today!
SAVE QUALITY
STAMPS
eat
Get your new Quality
Stamp Catalog with
hundreds of items that
are free with Quality
Stamps!
'rs'•••si." -""
THESE TALENTED boys and girls displayed splendid talent to
the vast 50.000 watt Mid-South audience when they were precented
on a recent Big Star talent show. The Big Star talent show is
heard each Saturday morning at 1110 originating in the station
WDIA. The Big Star Food stores are happy to give this opportun-
ity to the youth of the Mid-South. Any one of these boss and girls
INN INN
Yes Madame,
Now is the time hoc those
lovely fruit pies like the ones
mama use to make. The pastry
makes the pie — skill is re-
quired in making good pastry,
flakiness, crispness and tender-
ness are characteristic of good
pastry; and these are realized
by the selection of good ingred-
ients especially flour, accurate
measurements and skillful mix-
ing. Pastry should not be made
in a warm temperature. Shor-
tening should be worked in
with fork or blender. Ice water
is conducive to tender pastry.
Pastry can be handled better if
it is chilled before rolling. Avoid
too much handling of pastry.
PLAIN PASTRY
2 cups, Jack Sprat flour
di teaspoon salt
2-3 cup shortening
1-3 cup ice water
Sift salt with Jack Sprat
flour; work in shortening with
fork, stir until shortening is
evenly mixed and is no larger
than a pea, stir with fork and
moisten the dough with water.
40%-•
J.ANA ('. PORTER
Pat gently into ball. wrap in
wax paper and • chill thorough-
ly.
(Make 1-2 crust pies or one
open pie and several tops of
small pastry. For deep dish pie
arrange sliced peaches in deep
dish, sprinkle with sugar and
dot N1 ith butter, cover with
plain pastry. prick with fork
and bake for 40 minutes or un-
til done. (450 degrees and de-
crease to 350 degrees Ft
tie
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
who appear on the Rig Star talent show might well be destinefor success. Left to right first row' William Harper SnowdetGeraldine Seas,. lisonne Townsel, Patrica Jones, Eddie P. Raye•Jr. Second row left to right: Berniece Swanigan. Elogee Lee, Vimginia Swanigan, Mrs. Leroy Snowden and W. I). Swanigan. Inaneing in front: Ada Marie Edwards. Gail Towns,
-l and .Alfa Herd.
Snas•
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• Kefauver bits;
• Supports Adlai
THE TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., August 4, 1956
WASHINGTQN-(INS)--Sen. Estes Ketauver (D)
Tenn., yestercl&yi dramatically with4rew from the Demo-
cratic presiOntial race and urged his supporters to give
their "w olehearted" backing to Adlai E. Stevenson, the
1952 nominee.
2K111elauver told reporters at a hur-
riedly called news conference his fauver has insisted that though he
is an underdog his chances for
the presidential nomination remain
bright.
withdrawal was not the result of
any "deal," but he declined to
remove himself from consideration
for the vice presidential nomina-
tion. I Adlai Ste
venson late yesterday
The Senator, who claims to have 
'afternoon said on being informed
Kefauver had withdrawn and was
had about 260 convention votes on
the first ballot, confidently predict-
throwing hici support to the form-
ed Stevenoon's nomination on the 
er Illinois governor:
first or second ballot at the Chi- "I have 
been trying to reach
cago convention which opens Aug. , Senator Kefauver 
by phone. I
13. I want to 
express to him my grata-
SUDDEN DECISION
:lode for this gracious and spon-
lie said his decision to withdraw 
itaneous expression of his support.
He has often expressed his ap-
was reached only two hours before provel of t h e presidential pri-
his pnblic announcement w a s maries and he has been as good
made and had been conveyed to aG his ward.
both Stevenson and New York THOUGHTFUL LIBERAL
Gov. Averell Harriman, the third 'I respect Senator Kefauver as
principal candidate in the Demo- a thoughtful, liberal Democrat.
cratic presidential contest. We share a grave anxiety about
Independent estimates h a d drift at home and deterioration
placed Kefauver's delegate abroad under a faltering leader-
strength at approximately 16°• ship and a divided party.
Stevenson has about 375 delegate "Senator Kefauver has express-
votea pledged. ad the hope - which I share -
A combination of their forces that we Democrats, united by a
would give Stevenson a total of common purpose, can soon close
about 535 votes - 151 short of the ranks and get on with this 
fateful
number needed for nomination, campaign."
2 WEEKS AHEAD I 
Lloyd Benefield, national diree-
Kefauver's surprise withdrawal tor of the Ha
rriman for prwident
just two weeks in advance of the lorganization, said in 
Chicago:
Democratic National convention "Now that 
Senator Kefauver has
was almost certain to clinch the ,withdrawn,
 Gov. Harriman's cam-
presidential nomination for t h e paign for the 
nomination will con-
former Illinois governor who ran tinue with 
increased vigor.
cit. against President Eisenhower in "Our campaign is based on the
1952. theory that 
Harriman can win all
Kefauver pointed Out at a news the way. We 
feel he upholds the
conference that Stevenson ''alone Democratic 
teedition of Roosevelt
was willing to take hi; campaign and 
Truman better than any other
to the people in almost as many candidate 
and that a majority of
primaries as I did." delegates wi
ll agree with us when
As recently as this week, Re- the 
convention is under way."
01
c.
I.
3,000 Attend
Rites if . fige
heart attack.
The 73-year-old
Cole had lived a
'fabulously big"
life. His funeral
bespoke such a
man.
More than 100
expensive floral
pieces decorated
the front of the
church auditor-
ium. Some of
Chicago's most
influential church leaders officiat- r James C. Martin, 
restauranteur;
ed. Of those who attended services' Ernest Morris, and 
A. W. Wil-
to pay final tribute to the Ten- I hams, president of 
Unity Mutual
nessee-born business wizard, the' Insurance company.
majority were officials and high, Among officiating morticians
executives of many of Chicago's' were Marshall F. Bynum, J. D.
Negro businesses. Link, A. A. Rayner, sr., all of
Outside an additional SOO oril Chicago; T. 
H. Hayes, R. S. Lew-
more curiosity seekers were gath- 
is and S. W. Qualls, all of Mem-
ered.
They watched as the procession • • •
left the church and loaded into 
about 50 cars, mostly Cadillac i
Docie Girl
limousines. Service started at 11
a.m.. by noon it was over. Teaches Piano
The body of Robert Alexander Cole, founder and chair-
man of the board of directors of Chicago Metropolita
n
Mutual Assurance company, was entombed in 
the family
mausoleum yesterday in Lincoln cemetery.
Some 2,000 persons earlier had crowded the 
auditorium
of Pilgrim Baptist church at 33rd 
st. and Indiana are., to witness fame; Theodore Charles Stone,
funeral services for the wealthy Chicago Defender music critic, and
insurance and funeral home exe- Mrs. Mary Frances Crowley.
cutive who died last Friday of a ACtive pallbearers included some
of the city's important names in
Chicago business and professional
circles. They were George S. Har-
ris, investment officer of Chicago
Metropolitan Assurance company;
Truman K. Gibson, sr., board
chairman of Supreme Liberty Life
Insurance company; John H.
Sengstacke, publisher and editor
• of the Defender: Aid. Ralph Met-
calfe, John H. Johnson, president
of Johnson Publications' Earl B.
I Dickerson, president of Supreme
Liberty; Dr. Walter S. Grant,Re
v. Austin
Rev. J. C. Austin, jr., officiated,
hut it was his father, Rev. J. C
Austin, sr., who shook the rafters
as he delivered the eulogy and
praised Cole for founding, ' with
the sweat of his brow," the Chi-
cago Metropolitan Assurance and
funeral companies.
Tribute was paid Cole by Maceo;
Walker. national president of the'
National Funeral Directors and
Embalmers AsSociation, and Rob-
ert H. Miller, the association's gen-
eral secretary.
T. P. Harris. president of the
insurance company, said Cole
stood "as a monument to free en-
terprise."
Rev. Archibald Carey, jr., pas-
tor of Quinn Chapel AME church,
delivered the obituary and sum-
med up Cole's life in two lines:
"Robert Cole was born a Negro
boy without civil rights. Yet he
became a millionaire and clearly1
demonstrated that the great I
American dream is no mere
d Tea m ."
The invocation was gi• en by
Rev. Clarence Cobb, pastor of the
First Church of Deliverance. Con-
gressman William L. Dawson, who
was scheduled to attend, and May-
or Daley, telegramed condolences
to Cole's widow, Mrs. Mary Cole,
and their son and daughter, Rob-
ert. jr. and Roberta.
Three populat singing artists
rendered selections. They were
Etta Moten of "Porgy and Bess"
To Japanese
GREENSBORO, N. C. - Teach-
ing piano and voice to girls who
neither speak nor understand Eng-
lish is just one of the obstacles
that Charlotte Alston, 1954 Bennett
college graduate, has overcome
since joining the faculty at Joga-
kuin college in Hiroshima, Japan.
Miss Alston uses an interpreter
for this class, but, fortunately, the
girls in two other classes speak
English since they are English ma-
jors. These classes include history,
theory, appreciation, singing and
creative melody writing. She also
directs the college choir.
"I have 28 piano students," Miss
Alston reports, "ranging in age
from five to 24 years. 1 do. some
teaching at the college studio but
the major portion of the piano
work is done at my house where
we have converted the 'big room'
into a music studio."
Miss Alston, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Alston of Greens-
boro, is the seventh child in a
family of eight children. She went
to Japan last year to aerve three
years as a missionary under the
auspices of the Methodist church.
WASHINGTON - The pensions
paid to soldiers of the U.S. who
served in the Revolutionary war
amounted to more than 870 mil-
lion, according to the records of
I the treasury and war departments.
maiiner
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
NOTICE
Thursday, August 2., 1956
Pursuant to the law, Chapter 2, Section 809, Tennessee Code, Annotated, notice is hereby given of the pi 1-
',idly election to be held in the various voting precincts of Shelby County, Tennessee, on Thursday, August 2, 1956, for
the purpose of electing t•,:vp Republican State Executive Committeemen and two Republican State Executive Commit-
teewomen for the Ninth Congressional District of Tennessee; a candidate for the House of Representatives of the
United States: electing eight, candidates for the House of Representatives of the State of Tennessee and electing
three candidates for the Senate of the State of Tennessee.
Said election will be open in the various precincts as officially designated by the Shelby County ElectionTommis-
sioners from 8:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M., and the following officials are appointed to hold said election.
In the absence of officials as hereinafter designated, the Republican voters of precincts or wards will have a right
to fill such a vacancy under the law.
ATTENTION IS CALLED TO ALL QUALIFIED REPUBLICAN VOTERS OF SHELBY COUNTY, TENNES-
SEE. THAT UNDER CHAPTER 2, SECTION 203 (t) OF THE TENNESSEE CODE ANNOTATED, WHICH IS AS
FOLLOWS:
"IF, FROM ANY CAUSE. SHOULD THERE BE A FAILURE TO HOLD AN ELECTION PRIMARY OR
FINAL, IN ANY CIVIL DISTRICT. WARD OR PRECINCT, THE VOTERS THEREOF MAY VOTE IN ANY
OTHER CIVIL DISTRICT, WARD OR PRECINCT IN THEIR COUNTY OR TOWN FOR STATE OR COUNTY
OFFICES."
The Judges herein designated shall perform all clerical work and other duties as required by the election lasts
of the State of Tennessee. THE OFFICER OF EACH PRECINCT IS REQUESTED TO COME TO THE PRIMARY
ELECTION OFFICE IN BASEMENT OF COURTHOUSE, WEDNESDAY. AUGUST I, 1956. TO RECEIVE ELEC-
TION SUPPLIES, ETC.
W4501 1 W ASP 16 .
Merl( ;t Wilson Banks ,011•110ER--Mr C;lenn tut% Ism)
JUDGES - - .1 a m • & Wilkee,IJUDGES-De L. R Fitzgerald.
Charles RobirsOn. Mrs Louisel Mr. C. Mlles. Mrs. Lewis
Flanks. Mrs. D. Robinson. Mrs. Sparks
M Wilkes.
WARD 4
Omani-Louis Green
JUDGES - Mrs. F. Johnson,
Mrs. B. M. Smith, Mrs. A.
M. Thomas. B. T. Brood.'. Mrs.
Gertrude Branch.
WARD s
OFIEICER -Curtis Johnson.juDGER _ otte, oh, Du. OFFICER- Mr Leo Burhagnani
MAC Mrs. G. Ingram, Mrs G. JUDGE - Mrs. Leo Buchternani.
M Zelma Miler. WARD IT-PRECINCT I
WARD 6 OFFICER -Mrs Ida Hodges.
OFFICER-Rev. J. r Coleman. WARD 17-PIRCINCT I
JITDGZR - - Mrs. Fannie King.
Robert L King. Alma smith.
WARD s-PRSCIT4CT I
OFFICER-T. L. Stroud.
JUDGES-James Echoic. Mrs.
Etta Brinkley, Mrs. B. Wil-
liams. Mrs. A. M. Williamson.
Mrs. L. Thornton.
WARD 7-7PRZCINCT I
OFFICER-Sandy Martin
JUDGES-J. H. Lynk, Mrs.
Thomas, Mrs. Pernina Wil-
liams, Mrs. W. Taylor, Mrs
L•Ilie M. Threats.
WARD s-PRECINCT
OFFICER-Rey. George Blair.
JUDGES-Mrs. Rosa 1.. Holt.
Mrs. Amanda Mills. Rev A
L. Milton, Rev. Festus NP15,-
SOM.
WARD I-PRECINCT
MCER-Rev. William Gar-
rett.
JUDGES-Mrs. D. Dawson, Mrs.
C. Bostic. Mrs. Willetta Cl•oss,
Mrs. B. Kinney, Mrs. R. Tay-
lor.
WARD 9-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-W. T. Oates
JUDGES--Mrs. Annie Johnson.
Mrs. Rubey Betts, Theatroy
Williams, Mrs. Mildred Tarn-
sell, John Cole.
WARD 5-PRECINCT 3
OFFICER-A. D. :Jones.
JUDGES-John E. Goldsby, Mrs.
Emma Briggs.
WARD II-PRECINCT
OFFICER - Mrs. Belle Petti-
rrew.
JI'DGES-Mrs. Jeanette Flynn,
F. A. Coleman Jr., Frank
Brougher. Mrs. Willie Gray,
Mrs. Anaster Hall
WARD II-PRECINCT
OFFICER-Mrs. Rosa Windt...
JICDGES--Mrs. Macer Rachvood,
Mrs. M. Anderson, A C.
Shepherd, Mrs. Zola WIll,ams,
Mrs. M. Dooptf
WARD it
Or riCER -- Mrs. .1,t e- Pres-
ton.
UDGES- -Mrs. Josephine Davis
WARD lis-i-ke.t1S(1' 1
OFFICER--Mr,. Ralph Walker.
JUDGE-Mr. Ralph Walker.
WARD 16-PRECINCT I
O)FICER-Mr. .1. B. James.
JUDGES-Miss Eleanor Clarke.
Mrs. C. W. Montgomery Jr.
WARD 16-PRECINCT S
. „ ,
Mrs. Mattie Holdman, Mrs. "I"CijejL
Miranda Crump, Mrs. Midi'
rs M Collins.Lewis,, . . 
WARD .4
WARD 1x-rarciNer
orFicER-s. W. Bonds.
JUDGES--Mrs. Irma Reardon.
Mrs. MI. Day, Mrs. Margie
Bearden. Mrs. Mary Simpson.
Mrs. Annie Dawkins.
WARD 13
-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-Mrs. Willett& Jones.
JUDGES-Mrs. Lucile Hawkins,
Mrs. Airs Patton, Mrs. Es-
telle Rivers, Mrs. Doris
Slaughter, Mrs. Corrine Diggs.
WARD 13
-PRECINCT
OFi•ICER-Thomas Johnson.
JUDGES - Mrs. Catherine Al-
ford. Mrs. Geneva Akins, Sir-s.
Williana Long, Mrs. 5fanda
lordsen.
WARD 14-PREcvNer
Oa rICER-Miss Louise EYr10..,.
JUDGES-Mrs. Erma Jones, J.
loNiel Isaac POlk, Mrs. Ro-
setta Mrs. Michelle
Cerkee,
WARD 14
-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-Harry Davis.
JUDGES - Edgar T. Stewart,
Mrs. Sally Gill, Mrs. Daisy
Stevens. Mrs. T. J. Beau-
rhamp, Sits Clementine
'Iughes.
OFFICER-John
otricrR-Mrs. Eugeins Bell
'room-Mrs. S. 0. Todd, Mrs
Gerald Marshall, Mrs. Inez
Irvin, Mrs. Elsie Parker, Mrs.
Nellie Ervin, Mrs. Virginia
Hirsch, Mrs. Dorothy Taylor,
Mrs. H. P. Bailey.
WARD II-PRECINCT 4
()Eric-mit --Mrs. Myrtle Lane
JUDGE-Mrs. W. P. Martin
WARD IS-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-Mrs. Myrtle Bailey.
•JUDGE -Mrs. Mildred Gresham.
WARD 1S-PRECINCT 2
OFFICER .Mr. Menai Smith.
JUDGE-Mrs. Walter Caldwell.
WARD Is
OFFICER-Mos. Frank Meister,
JUDGE-Mrs. Charles Howell.
WARD 2.-PRECINCT
OFFICER-F. G. Goldbold.
JUDGES -- Mrs. George Hearn.
Mrs. .1. Breytstraak, Mrs. J. R.1
Lancaster.
WARD 24-PRECINCT _
OFFICER -
JUDGES Mrs Julian Aymen
Jr . Mrs. J. H. Branch.
WARD 7141-PRECIN47 1;
OFFICER -V. L. Aste.
JUDGES-Charlotte Wall,L.e, 11
J. Reynolds, Mrs. R. J. Re3-1
nolds, Claire Aste.
WARD It-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-Mrs. Irene Cotton.
JUDGES .- N. Davis, MISS
DOHS J. Morris. Mrs R
Strong, Mrs. Manor Famell,
Mrs. Iva Buchanan.
WARD 2I-PRECINCT
OFFICER-T. L. Nicholson.
JF7DGES-Will Rohinson. Mrs.
Melia Nicholson. Adeline West,
Annie Murphy.
WARD 2I-PRECINCT
OFFICER-R. L. Greer.
JUDGES-Mr. .T. N. C
Walter Raiford, Rev. E. G.
Griffin, W'. A. Tucker, Mrs.
Alice Holeman, Mrs. Irene'
1,D f COUNTY REPUBLICAN PPIN1 PO Aim
W. L. Aste, Chairman
William C. Irons.
Keith M. Spurner.
Norman Blake,
Mrs. Lola Lee, Secretary
OFF10ER-- Res H. C Feeler.
WIRE) 24-PRF.CIMT 1 II %RD Is-PRIF.CINCT
,OFFICF.R- Mrs. Geo. Nen all.
JUDGES-Mrs Inez Glenn. Mrs. SS IRE) Ss-PRECINCT
Harris, Mrs. Beatrice Bowen. Wean ss...-piegioNc7
OFFICER Mrs. Ruth Trimble.Franeis C;iddens. Mrs. Ntahle
Julian Davis. OFFICER -Mrs. R. Parks.
WARD 17-PRECINCT
OFFICER-Charles Crawford.
JUDGES-Mrs. Amanda Bros.
ton, Alt's. Rosa Lee Cooper,
ohn Regime!. Mrs. Artie G
Nelson, Mrs. Amelia Whitlow.
WIRE) la-PRF.CINCT I
OFFICER- I A Rill gess
JIDGES Sir, aise Burgess.
.1 C. SkIDWOrrn, Richard
Fletcher. Mr. P. A. Ontham,
P. A. Ontlan.
WARD 26
-PRECINCT I
orriczas-Mrs. A. I.. Dabney.
JUDGE. Pope McCorkle Jr.
WARD 21I-PRECINCT
OFFICER- Mrs. James Taylor.
WIRE) SA-PRECINCT I
,OFFICER-Sam Nolen
JUDGES-Rey. P. e. Polk, Eve-
ls.n Walton, Mrs. Virginia
Drive, Mrs. Viola Cawthorne,
Grant Parham.
WIRE) 39
OFFICER-- Mr.. .1 Ward.
JUDGES-Mrs. J. Clough, Mrs.
I Florence Bue.
WARD 31-PRECINCT I
JUDGES-John Ntatthens. Nt'rs
Eielyn Woods. Mrs. Mildred
Mattis. Mrs. Fannie Simpson,
Edward Johnson.
WARD 3I-PRECINCT
JUDGES Re cite I Millard,
Frank !Anse.
WARD 3I-PRECINCT 4
Or FICER-Mrs. Lee Varner.
JUDGES-Mrs. .1. H. Faulk, W.
C. Bryant. W. R. Donighn.
WARD 31-PstraNcr I
Or'FICF.R - Mrs. .1. J. McNa-
mara
JUDGES Mrs. A. F. Patterson.
Mrs. Liby Sanderson.
WARD 32-PRECINCT 3
OFFICER-Mrs. Mamie Hai is.
JUDGES -- Mrs. Ruth Pegram.
Mts, Elizabeth Lacey, I. B.
Bodden, James Watts, Dea-
broy Thorntor,
WARD 33-PRECINCT
OFFICER-Mr. Austin Butch
WARD 34-PRECINCT I
_OFFICER - Sirs. Ernestine
4I-OrGeErs.e. - Si,'. Charlene Mal-
lory. Mrs. Ethel Clark. Rev.
F. P. Ilnivard, Jewell Broisn.
INvIhrsa.iinEddie Roby, Airs. Jenell
WIRE) Se-PRECINCT i
Or ERIE R-Mrs. B. C. Collins.
WARD 39
0,-. . AA Rev. A E Da5is.
JUDGES Joe T. Williams. !kir*1 011ie Collins. Mrs. Carrie
Hatchet,. Mrs. 'Ellen Johnson.
Mrs. Nannie Dickson.
. ' CTWIRE)
OfFICER Janie% Denies%
JUDGES -TV. C. Davis, Mt.,
1 Mary CI 111 . Mrs. Lucille Prise.Mrs Chester A. Druglan, Mrs.Ca rrine Scott.
I WARD 44I-PRECINCT I
OMCER- S. S. Sartain.
JuDors-E. Rhodes,
H. Whitsey. Henry Rose,. Mrs.
Annie Rhodes, Airs. Sam E.
Rose.
WARD 41-PRF.CINCT I
OFFICER-- - J rdson Gabes.
JUDGES - - Mrs. Clara Jon.
Sir's. Georgia McCain. Mrs.
Thelma Bailey. Arizona Car-
rotiters, Elsie Nloore.
WARD 4I-PRECINCT I
OFFICER Harry Allen.
JUDGES Mrs. Gra. e Golliday.
Si'-. Elizabeth .lones, Mrs.
Fannie Settles, Airs. Thelma,
Golliday, Floyd Flas.
WARD 42-PRECINCT I 1
OFFICER-- Mrs. Minnie Ear,-
Son'.
JUDGES Mrs. Clementine Weil .
Mrs. Louise Hammond. Will
King. Airs. Annie Johnson,
Mrs. Edith Scott.
WIRE) 43
-PRECINCT 1
OFFICER Mr. V. C. Young.
JUDGE Mrs. Doi a Buss.
WARD t
OFFICER -- Mrs. Rolr,.: IV
Eaton.
JUDGE R. IV. Eaton.
WARD 42-PRECINCT
OFFICER- Re% . W. .1. Vanhood.
JUDGES--G. Poindexter, .1. A.
I Bolton, Mrs. Willie I'anhoori.
Mrs. Gracie Gains, NIrs. Ella
Hinton.
WARD 44
-PRECINCT i
OF'F10ER .lames
JUDGES 51155 Patricia P,iettal,
IV. S. Kinsel.
WARD 41
-PRECINCT
OFFICER -Walker Willfot d .11.
JUDGES - - Jenett Cole, Mrs.
Paul Gillespie.
WARD 41-PRECIN4 7
OFFICER -Sir's. Basil Bland.
JUDGES M F 0 •
BARD 41-PRE( (MT I %AHD SI
OFFICER Eliehue Stanba(k 'OFFICER Richa.ci Settles
alums Frand Jars s, Mrs 
'JUDGES-Thratrice Re'..
Mary L. Patrick, Mrs. Inez Floyd Daniels. Mrs. Pearl,
Jones. Settles, Mrs. Genera Ouenze.
SIRE) 41
-PRECINCT 3 I WARD SI
Os EICER-Mrs W. P. Wilhams. OFFICER
-John Baker Jr.
WARD WARD IS
OFFICER-Re‘. E. D. Club- OFFICER-Mrs. J. J Martin
mess.
JUDGES-Mrs. Rosa Hirg, mr
Bel nice Cat outhers. Mrs. Ea r-
rise White, Nits. Mary Stan-
ie Cicei r Frund
WIRE) 40
-PR ECI... . 1
OF'FICER H. J. Thompson
JUDGE Mrs. Melbourne Gm
WARD 4.4-eitECINCT 2
01.mm' - W. P. Cherauli
JUDGES Mrs. .1. D. Campbell,
Mrs. N. E. Marchetti, Nils.
Carl Warton, Mrs. H. S. Van-
denhei c.
WARD M-PRF.CINCT I
OFFICER Mrs. Patsy Kees
JUDGES Mrs. Canray Pope.
Mts. Beulah Braden, Mrs.
Kathei Me Hilber
WARD 3I
-PRECINCT 2
OFFICER- Mrs. Gladys Bennett.
JUDGP:S - A. J. Less is, MI'S. Jo-
sephine Gibson, Mrs. L. J. Cal-
houn.
WIRE) .1:-.  ...t r I
OFFICER Miss Ima ison.
JUDGE- Airs. .1. D. Haas.
WARD 31
-PRECINCT
OFFICER-Mrs. W. P, Westen-
bergei .
JUDGE W. P. Westenbeiger.
5.151) 3t-rRECINCT 3
OFFICER-Rev. T. K. Fl.1.
JUDGES - Mrs. Cari Ni.
Mts. Willie May Ward, Mrs.
Alma 130S% lin, Ali s. Elsie F ugh.
WARD 53
-PRECINCT I
OFFICER C. L. Van Or-
man.
WARD 
..,t r
OFFICER- Re'.. Iv.
WARD 54
-PRECINCT
OFFICER 
-Mrs. T. II. Lindbe.g.
JUDGE- T. II. Lindbeig.
WARD 
.11--PRECIN4 T 2
0. Fitt-IR Chas. .1. Insley.
-ICOGES Airs. Thomas Dusen-
berry. Mrs, D. L. name:.
WARD 53
011 it ER \'itint•
WARD 64
OFFICER- Mrs. R R. Footh.
.IUDGEs--.1 Si. Ricker Jr , Mrs.
, Brasles.
WIRE) 1114
--PRE( IN( T I
OFFICER-Mrs. T. F. Loathei
iN nod.
JUDGES .1 
. Sir'.
W. C. Pollard, Mrs. R. Van
Dyke Mrs. Joanne Br,•N- a,
Mrs. Edna Spillman,
WARD MI
OFFICER - W. D Meyer.
JUDGE LAM Oat Jr.
WARD IT
OFFICER Mrs R. L. Bo2,
'JUDGE-Gen. Bach Jr.
RALEIGH
I OFFICER.- Newton Estes
JUDGES --Airs. S. Hinckle
.1. S. Buckman, Mrs. .1
Beattie.
BARTLETT
OFFICER Mrs. Ingi am
JUDGE* MIA. M. L. l'
Mrs. Ed Jappe
ELLENDALE
OFFICER- .T. NE. Alexander.
JUDGES-Mre. Alary Alexander,
Willie &min, Chas. Btuv:s,
Nils. Bertha Galloway.
ARLINGTON
OF'ElcF,R--Gco. IV. IlezI^r.
JUDGES - - Allison PI;
Mrs. Nellie Bedure,
son Chas Anderson
• "
BRUNSWICK
OFFICER 0. H. Gray.
JUDGES -TV. L. Foolls.
Rhohilia Wilbar, Walter Gary,
Otis Griffin. Earnest William.
•CAPLEVILLE
OFFICER - Mrs. Annie NI.
Inc.
JUDGES-Orange Echols. Mrs.
I Leon Fanedne, his. Turner
Bronn. Mrs. Elma Adams,
Chas. Fanelne, Curt Pm"-
CORDOVA
OFFICER. Mrs. L. if. Diggs,
FOREST HILL
OFFICER
-Mrs. J. Scharffer.
JUDGES .1. M. Pim,- F. FRAI"SER-I
Wilbourne, E. A. Ljn, OFFICER-Airs. Thomp-
' e.: son, Mr. Itonier Thompson,
FRAY SER-'IWARD 7.4 I son. !tomer Thompson,OFF14 ER Mrs. Ecni I.
GERMANTOR'N.1 11. 1)cy,\ .1, 'is.
p,,,Iirud iison, OFFM'ER-Mrs. Walter R. Male
• od• • . •
JUDGEs • .WARD 44
-PRECINCT 4 NARD
OFFICER--Ken Rhinebeigei. 01..1(1:R A1,,, .1 . 5
JUDGES -- Clough Eaton, Mrs JUDGEs Mrs, E. II. IlumphrejVan IV. Walton. I Alex Wellford.
WARD 41-PRECIN(T s WARD :A
-PRECINCT 1
OeFICER-Willie I Williams •• • OFFICER -Mrs. Nair Cmin
IJUDGES --Mrs. Addle 510,111t5.
Mrs, Leiahn Let Mrs TV!-
ii. Bellfnrd. Mrs Berlina
I Horn, Mrs. Jessie Burn'i.
WARD 24
OFFICER-M. C. Wills.
JUDGES-B. F. Whitton. Rich-
.•ardson 
Mrs. Sena Campbell, Mrs.
Willie Thomas.
WARD Se-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-H. W. Beechei
JUDGES-W, C. Jordsor. Mrs.
Alice Dannh. Alts. K. Tipton.'
C. A. Cumpett, Lofton Boners.
WARD U.-PRECINCT 3
OFFICER- Mrs. Finis, Casem.
JUDGES-James Holmes. Mrs.
Earnestene Lindsay, Mrs Bes-
sie King, Mrs. 'Vnian Brown.
WARD SS-PRECINCT 1
OFFICER -- Mrs. Edna Mc-
Creight. '
:MIRES - Mrs. Willa Stehle-
land, C. E. Lewis. -Mrs. Satyrs
Walker, Mrs. Loma* Roars-
comb. aid C. William'.
WARD 34-PKECINCT
OFFICER-Haywood Sniper.
JUDGES - Mrs Betha Hooks.
Mrs. Addis MA. Horton. Mrs.
Elmira Cody, Alt's. Susie Wade.
I WARD 2.5-PRECINCT
OFFICER-H. L. Boyce.
1JUDGES - Mrs. Jeisell Martin,
Mrs. Martha F. Hunter, Mrs.
Martha Woodhouse. Mrs, Lu-
dje Boyce, Mrs, Rulh Pert-b'.
WARD 2S-PRECINCT 3
OFFICER-Airs. Beulah Sanifer.
JUDGES - Mrs. Velma Shum-
pert, Elias Williams,
atrice Thornton, N ie
Lee Johnson.
WARD 36,-PIta_..
JUDGES - Mrs. .1. Aycord, MIA
C. L Andres‘ s.
WITH) 36
-PRECINCT 1
OFFICER -31rs. .1. Cowling.
JrI5GE-D. Alexander.
WARD 36-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-Sirs. A. Saiie-?
JUDGE-Joe Bluestein.
WARD 37
OFFICER-Henry Plicimr.
JUDGES Rev. J. W. Williams,
Mrs. Cassie Freeman, Mts.
Hills Humph' PV Lena
XVondson, Mrs. Doristone Hum-
phrey.
B. WARD. .-A--PRECINCT
.OFFICER alter .1ra n -ne
Mrs. L. Q. McDken
SIRE) :A
-PRECINCT I
JUDGES -- Herbert Dal TV OFFICER -Mrs. J. A Thnin
R. Mason, Mrs. II adny West .1i.
Jr.. Mrs. Keith Spurrier. am:Es 11. .1,
WARD 43--PRECINIT I Mrs. C. R. Alert, P.. 0. Bedon
OFFICER-Airs. Robt. Si. Join I Mt'. G. E. Lantz.
JUDGES - NIrs. John Flippin,' WARD 39
-PRECINCT
Mrs, John T. Wilson.
WARD 43-PRECIN(T
OFFICER -Mrs. John
WARD 43
-PRECINCT 4
OFFICER John Flagg.
-OUDGE•-Nlis. R. S. Nlailie.on
I WIRD IA-PRECINCT I
OFFICER- Hen Weeds
JUDGES -Sir's Carl Marsh, Yu s.
Harry Spears
WIRE) 441-PR EC INCT 3
OFF10ER-Mrs. James B. Kay.
JUDGE-Mrs. Drexel Hardin.
WARD 47-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-0. B. GOoham.
JUDGES -Mrs. Zella Hensley.
William Bure. Rey, If Rob-
iron. :Ili R. My! tie ;pith y,
Mrs. Gladys Sh . A
L. Nardin
Mr. .1 a in e
O'Neal, Luther Artison.
IV %RR 48-1PRECINIT I
OFFICER-Parker Fin( h.
1OFFICER-D. B. Kimball.
•JUDGES -Mrs. C. Si. Keller
NIrs. H. C. Turner, Sir-a. E.
R. Keeton, Mrs. F. Tieder-
man. Mary C. MOON% 5.
WARD 39
-PRECINCT 3
OEFICER Ills. Vernon Kno..•
•ILIDGE-Mrs. F,ohinson
W IRE) 110-PRECINCT I
OFFICER -Dan W. Fields
JUDGES- -Airs. Cr ally Elmo, .
Airs. Bobby Bishop, Chas,
Isles, Mrs. 0. IV. Pickett,
Ther. Robinson.
WARD IIII-PRECINt.,a-
OFFICER--Mrs. Gladys Taylor.
11'DGES -Mrs. Daisy Cash. Nils
Matitline Pallier. Mrs, Sollie
Storzman, Airs. Berm Hi Mee-
truth. Mrs, 11-becca Jone:„1
N. Tajlor.
- .11s. C. C.
Mrs. Keith Taylor.
LEVI-I
' OFFICER- Mrs. Minnie L. M-
I dant.
JUDGES- Mr. Lemon Crump,
Willie Goo& in, Mrs. Stella
McLan yer. Dan TV Blyt hers,
. Willie Stermson, Jas.
' F. Ruppelt.
I.EVI-3
01TICER-- Rev. G A. F.% air-
JUDGF.S - Thos. Jeffersen, Has.
it nod James. Nit's, GI Adys
, Smith. Alm Earrestin• James,
Mrs. Loeulla Delnorch.
LUCY
OFFICER-.1as. Wells.
. JI7DGES-Will Pryor. Ne tile
Jones. Jim Ransom, Levert
Malone, Alusethe Jones, Robb
I Ratcliff, Mrs. R. Ratcliff.
MeCONNELL
()FI:1CFR Croi keot
JUDGE r 131' Ant.
0 SKI MIT.
OFFICER-W, G. Gallager.
ST HITERAVEN-I
O1FICF.R-D. Pou.
'JUDGES-Mrs. Sam Blaclosell,
Mrs. V. Neff.
WHITEHAVEN-I
OFFICER Mrs. L. Lowry.
WHITE STATION
40:EWER -Mts. E. R. Ledbetter.
MILLINGTON
ot-114 FR Date P-
Lazenby.
WARD I
Court House-
Second and Washington
OFFICER-At. R. Barker.
JUDGES-Mrs. Louise Moody, JUDGES-Mrs. T. L. Green, Mr.
Otto Hippel, John Flynn, Henry J. W. Johnson, Mr. C. C.
Kressenberg.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. W. tren-
zier, Mrs. Cleve Read,
CLERK-Mrs. Nellie May,
WARD 4
WARD 40-PRECINCT 3 WARD 45-PRECINCT I I WARD 51--PRECIFICTVollentine School, Lions' Den, 672 Semmes 1Carnes School, Lane sad Ayers1662 Vollinttne 
Y
OF RFICE-Lee M. Sno‘%den. 
OFFICER-A 1OFFICER-Harvey affe,.. B. Ricketts.JUDGES-J. B. Ferguson. Airs. OFFICER-D. S. Thrailkill. OFFICER-Eddie C. Doyle. 
JUDGES-C. W. Hubbard. A. j. JUDGES-John Gilbert, Mrs. J.N. W. Booth, Mrs. t. L. JUDGES-Mr. Zeb Lovell, Mr. JUDGES-Louis Donati. Hay-
Luckett James M Wens 
. 
C. Gardner, Charles TavelCooper, Mrs. B. W. Horton,, C. C. Floyd, Mrs. Pltuline wood Williamson, Harold Da- E. Mont omen, es Jam w. Mrs. Charles Franklin.
, 
. 
"'
Tracy Pyler. 1 Christenson. Mrs. W. T. vis, Chas. A. Davis Jr.. David Mama. iff. J. -ilabesn, 
; 
. s REGISTRARS-Mrs. Sula Card-.
Franklin Jr. all, Mrs. Harvey Yaffee.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. W. C. cur. CLERK-Mrs. W. G. Cary.
tis, Mrs. Hulet Beard.
WARD 45-PRECINCT 3
'Meadows, Ii•irs. H. V. Harts- 
ginia Tatum, May Francisson. 
Lewers. Lottie Davis.REGISTRARS - Mrs. Mildred Scott, Mrs. Clarence Davis.
_ Mrs. marnie REGISTRARS - Mrs. Margare REGISTRARS -Edith ScruggsJennings, Mrs. Ophelia M. Eu- REGISTRARS 
Alberta Snell.bank. Thurman. Mrs. Ben Wasson. Patty, Mrs. Henry Rawlinson. CLERK-Eliz. Smith.CLERK-Mrs. Frances O'Sulli-CLERK - Miss Edith Jean CLERK-Mrs. Carolyn Moore. 
WARD 33-PRECINCT 2
Cooper, , WARD 21-PRECINCT 2 
van.
Memphis Salvage-214 Monroe ,.
WARD 29-PRECINCT 1 Engleberg's Grocery
OFFICER-Geo. R. Gore. 
WARD 15 Dave Wells Community Center, 1725 Kansas
JUDGES-Albert Barrasso, Miss
Mae Jordan. ,Unlversity Chib (Teat) - 13411 Ayers and ChelseaREGISTRARS - Miss Alma Central. OFFICER-Mrs. C. K. Fisher.OFFICER J Lan ste JUDGES-Mr. Alex Meyer. Mrs.
Chas. Hosse Jr., Mrs. George
Ashton, Mrs. Ruth Garrison,
Mrs. R. 0. Walker. Mrs. M. E.oore. 
Sims. Mrs. Joel T. Frazier.REGISTRARS-Mrs. A. P. Redd, REGISTRARS-Mrs. G. B. Alo-Mrs. Lester Green.
WARD 16-PRECINCT 1
Idiewild School-1950 Liaden
Feanks, Miss Alma Perry. • •
CLERK-Clarence Harwell. JUDGES-Fred Jones, Andrew
K. Jobe. Guy Davis. Wm. G.WARD 5 Costen, Sam Pharr, Mrs. WardBeale St Auditorhun
393 Bmle
OFFICER-Robert Bowen.
JUDGES-Ozelle Mason, Percy
Crittle, Otto Lee, Felix West,
M. C. Wiggins,
REGISTRARS-Alma Coleman,
Amelia Threatt.
WARD 6
Fire Station No. 2-414 S. Main
OFFICER-R, L. Whitten.
JUDGES-Harry Bauer, R. A.
Shepherd.
REGISTRARS-Peter Demetrat,
Mrs. Roselyn Woodmansee.
CLERK-Lawrence Belling.
WARD 7-PRECINCT 1
Labor Temple-58S Beale
OFFICER-Robert E. Moran.
JUDGES-Rear Admiral G. R
Phelan. A. F. Foster, Eugene
Winter.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. B. M. Pe-
terson, Miss Inez Savage.
CLERK-R. L. Robinson.
WARD 29.-PRECINCT!
Orange Mound Swimming Pool,
2376 Carnes
OFFICER-J. A. Shappley.
JUDGES-G. IV. Wynne. J. H.
Mahannah, 0. AL Burks, D.
J. Peeples. Florence Childers,
Rev. Victor Williams.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Lucille
Raney, Frances Gordon.
CLERK-Mrs. D. E. Devoto.
WARD 30
Peabody Community Center,W. H. Smythe, T. W. Billions, OFFICER-Phil G. Krouse, Central and TanglewoodMrs. Melvin Furchgott, Mr. JUDGES-Otis L. Lammey, L.
.1. c  'OFFICER-Joseph "J. Sweeney.IL A. Wilmot. Mrs. John B. Moser, Otho Hines,Spence, Steve Dent, Mrs. H.  'JUDGES-Mrs. J. M. Bevill,Shears, W. A. Bramlett.
REGISTRARS M Mild 1 Li:ke Kingsley Sr., James R.
Gala, Stephen Phelan. A. ' 
.
Gaia. tin. 
' WARD 23-Precinct I 
i Edward J. Lawler, M. W. Al
Younger, Fraser Aylesworth
REGISTRAR - Mrs. Eugene REGISTRAR-Mrs. J. T. Mer. Warren, Mrs. H. 0. Bishop.
vii, E. D. Brandon Sr.
CLERK-Victor Cobb. WARD 16-PRECINCT 3 Testing Station. REGISTRARS-Mrs. Mary Les-
WARD 7-PRECINCT 2 Crump Stadium-Cleveland St. Washington and High ter Kingsley, Miss VirginiaS. A. Owens Jr. College OFFICER-W, H. Fisher Jr. OFFICER-B. B.. Jordan. Phelan.697 % ance JEDGES-gall• J.
 
Llnie Ramsey
 JUDGES-Tom Martin, Robert WARD 31-PRECINCT IOFFICER-Robert Lewis. Wall. L. Harry Lanahan, Ar- Brady. E. F. Mittman Peabody School-1066 Young
JUDGES-Mrs. K. Sexton. Mrs. thur Seelbinder, M. L. Martin. REGISTRARS-Mrs. S. P John- OFFICER-Mr. Harry A. Jones.
At L. Taylor, Will Purdy. Tom Swan. Herbert Moriarity son. Airs. Dorothy Niper. JUDGES-- Mrs. J. W. Morris,
Francis Hall. Sr., Sidney W. Genette, Mrs.REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. Taylor. Preston Battle. WARD 13-PRECINCT 2 Mrs. John F. Twist, Mr. Clyde
Hayden, Mrs. A. C. Anderson.A'acant Store,
Mrs. V7 0. estley.
CLERK-Mrs. L. Price. 
•
WARD 8--PRECINCT I
Wade's Grocery-
REGISTRAR-E. 0. Culling.
CLERK-Mrs. L. H. Askew.
WARD 17-PRECINCT 1
Simmons Auto Repair.
14 N. Manassas
OFFICER-Herbert Esch.
JUDGES-O. M. Hammond. Mrs.Alabama and High 1060 Madison W. R. Turner, Miss Barbara
OFFICER-J. Thos. Douglas. Dudley.OFFICER-John J. Abraham. 
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Lucille An-JUDGES-Mrs. E. W. Ledbetter,JUDGES-Marsden D. Mitchell, 
&ens, Miss Vera Dudley, rDavid J. Foppiano, John Wade,
WARD 24
Fire Station No.
1418. Parkway W.
OFFICER-E. H. Wender.
JUDGES-A. T. Morris, Ike
Cook, J. W. Davis, Ernest No-catholic Hi. School, 57 N. McLean len, Mrs. J. IV. Davis Jr., Mrs.OFFICER-Paul K. Butcher.,.„ OFFICER-J. Raymond Brady. Pauline Ferguson.JUDGES-W. H. Hogan' '-'"n
 
JUDGES - Airs. J. Raymond REGISTRARS
-Mrs. E. J. Miles.Shefsky. Mrs. Bessie Fancher. Brady. Mrs. Mary Cameron Sonja Parsons.
Mrs. Wm. T. Bowling. Mr. A. CLERK-Harold Weis.P. Vandergrift, Mrs. Irma In- WARD 25-PRECINCT 1man. Mrs. George Aitken,
REGISTRAR-Mrs. H. P. Jonas. Lauderdale School,
CJARK-Miss Anne Dunnivant, 99s Lauderdale
WARD 17-PRECINCT 3 OFFICER-Perry Quinn. .
JUDGES-Mrs. Fred Stanfield,Memphis Park Commission Mrs. Jos, Kaufman, Mrs. E.Office-1441 Court W. Prott, Airs. Peri 'Turner,
Mrs. Ruby Banks. Mrs. James
Walden. Mrs. Mildred Whitely.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Marguerite
Harmon, Mrs. Josephine San-
gone.
WARD 3-PRECINCT 2
Merrill School-303 Jones
NOTICE OF
The undersigned, LEE WINCHESTER, LESTER BREN-
NER and PRICE CURD, Commissioners of Elections for
Shelby County, Tennessee, pursuant to law hereby give
notice of an election to be held in all the wards and pre-
cincts in the City of Memphis and Shelby County, Tennessee,
on Thursday, August 2, 1956.
WARD 1
Christine School-1.64 Market
OFFICER-James Ryan.
JUDGES-Mrs. A. M. Palk. Mrs. JUDGES-Cornell Banks, Ben- OFFICER-R. J. Reynolds.Frances Russo. Raymond' nice Hawkins. Oretha Donald
-JUDGES-Mrs. Dave Harris,Ryan, L. H. Bailey, Mrs. Imo- son, Mrs. L. E. Brown, Estella Ludwig Schlesinger, Airs, R. J.gene Craig. Wray. Reynolds J. A Rudisill PeteREGISTRARS-Mrs. Grace Mc- REGISTRARS - Clara Willette. Oehm. REGISTRARS-Mrs. E. I. Mc. Franklin. Mrs. Jas. H. Ross. E. Lutsky. C. E. Barentine.
Kitt-irk, Mrs. Mary Frances 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. D. S. REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. L.Thrailicill, Mrs. Marguerite
WARD 28-PRECINCT 2 Cooper.
CLERK-Mrs. Job. Hardy.
Betty Gill. 
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Ftobert Tur- Kee. Mrs. May Durham.CLERK-Essie Adair.
WARD 14-PRECINCT
Meadows' Super Market,
916 S. Parkway E.
OFFICER-Mr. Acklee Manley.
OFFICER-Chalmers Cullins.
JUDGES-Lawrence Mason, Erie
OFFICER-Arthur Gemignarti.Elrod, F. W. Lefils.
JUDGES - Mrs. Katie Smith,REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. S. Sulli- 
Fred S. Starkey. Mrs. Hazel
Walker, Mrs. V. T. Finch, Mrs.
Fred S. Starkey, Mrs. Sol
Shankman, Mr. A. B. Boykin.
REGISTRARS- Mrs. Elizabeth
Rives, Mrs. Julia Kinsella.
WARD 22
Vacant Store-781 N. Sixth
van. Mrs. Neil Gandy.
CLERK-Mrs. Adelaide McKin-
ney,
WARD 16-PRECINCT I
Grace St. Luke's Church-233
Lemaster.
OFFICER-W. A. Armstrong.
JUDGES-Mr. J. T. Merritt Mrs.
rat, Mrs. Gladys Simpson.
WARD 21
-PRECINCT $
Sol Shankman's Appliance CO.,
1323 Jackson
H111 Bros. Motor Co.,
WARD 33-PRECINCT I
Florida St. School-1560 Florida
OFFICER-S. L. Lansley.
JUDGES-Willie Streeter. Vir-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 195a
GENERAL ELECTION(Revised)
The election is called for the purpose of voting for DistrictAttorney General of Sitelby County, Sheriff of Shelby Coun-ty, County Trustee of Shelby County, County Tax Assessor
of Shelby ,County, Judge of Court of Appeals Middle Di-
vision, Chancellor Part One Chancery Court, Judge DivisionFive Circuit Court, Judge Division Two General SessionsCourt, Judge Division Four General Sessions Court, Con-
stable-at-large for City of Memphis, Constable Second Dis-
trict and Constable First District.
Polls in all voting precincts of the City and County will
Open at 8:30 A.M. and close at 7:30 P.M Centttl Standard
Time. 
--\
The following officials are appointed to hold the eleetion:
OFFICIALS FOR GENERAL ELECTION, August 2, 1956WARD 14-PRECINCT 1 WARD NI
-PRECINCTLeMoyne Co1lege-807 Walker Memphis Vocational SchoolOFFICER-Lillian Newman. 21W N. Montgomery
ner, Mrs. Albert Steiner.
WARD 21
-PRECINCT 1
Fire Station No. 15,
Decatur and Faxon
OFFICER-Lke Karnowsky.
JUDGES-Mrs. J. T. Frazier,
Dolph Clark, J. C. Calhoun,
Mrs. Earl Smith, Mrs. James
CLERK-Mrs. Alma Logan.
2144 Madison
OFFICER--Sam Stephenson Sr.
JUDGES-Wallace Lopez. Wm
F. Wattarn. R. Hale Moseley,
Wm. Demuth, J. D. Marks
Henry Weiss.
Mrs. Mary Simi, Mrs. Ethel
Clenney.
REGISTRAR-Mrs. Helen Wil-
ley.
CLERK-Mrs. C. W. Harwood.
WARD 9-PRECINCT 1
Grant School-500 N. Seventh
OFFICER-J. T. Larkin.
Mrs. Jack Griffith, Mrs. J. T.
Douglas.
REGISTRAR-Mrs. Ben Tyler.
CLERK-Mrs. Marjorie B. Nan-
ney.
WARD 17-PRECINCT 2
JUDGES-John W. Waters, Della OFFICER-Leon T. Whitten. Mrs. Roma Bennett, Mrs.
Edwards, Harry Camp, H. L. JUDGES-Mrs. Grace Fischer. Marie KincadeBingham. Charles Maxey.
REGISTRARS - Mary Denegri.
Patricia Denegri.
WARD 28-PRECINCT I
Lenox School-Cox and Tunis
Vacant Store-
Young and Cooper
OFFICER-D. L. Johnson.
JUDGES-Mrs. E. N. McCalla,
E. F. Sanford, Mrs, R. J. John-
ARD 34-PRECINCT
Argo Cleaner,.
1534 S. Lauderdale
Brooks Sr., Mrs. Lou Rafall.
WARD 41-PRECINCT 1
Bomar's Service Station,
2036 Chelsea
OFFICER--Mr. R. 0. Russell.
JUDGES-Mrs. K. M. Berryhill,
Mrs. James Lambert, Mrs. H.
N. AlcBroom, Mrs. L. E. Bas-
kin. Mrs. Gladys Murphy, Mrs.
S. R. Barton, George N. Cau-
dle Jr.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. W. H.
Vailes, Mrs. A. L. Fancher.
WARD 41-PRECINCT
Baron Hirsch Synagogue,
1744. Vollintiae
OFFICER-Fred Getz.
JUDGES-C. W. Balton. Robert
M. Brannon, W. T. Wingo, M.
OStrOVP.Henry White, Eye Davis.ston. Chas. W. Kinsey. Joe Fer- 
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Geo. Steu-REGISTRARS - Lola White,guson, E. S. Jenkins, Mrs. J. A.terman, Mrs. Umbert Pierini.Hazel Normand.
CLERK-Mrs. Ray Blackburn.
WARD 42-PRECINCT 1
Hollowell's Service Station,
2420 Chelsea
OFFICER-Louis L. Doyle.
JUDGES - Mabel Campbell,
John Roberts, Tom Johos0o,
J. C. Jones, Rev. J. E. Clark,
WARD 36-PRECINCT 1
Snowden School,
1870 N. Parkway
OFFICER-G. B. Ramsey.
JUDGES-A. A. Brugge, Mr.
Charlie Nichol, Mrs. G. B.
Ramsey, Mr. Thos. Edw. Bur-
kle. Mrs. J. IV. Owens, Mrs.
Bessie Harrell.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. T. A. Tur-
ner. Miss Lucille Collins.
CLERK-Mrs. A. A. Brugge.
WARD 36-PRECINCT
Habib's Jewelry Co.,
1434 Jackson
OFFICER-E. L. Williamson.
JUDGES-Percy L. Roberts Jr.,
Ed M. Foley, Albert C. Gross,
Roy Stone. John Getz, Her-
bert J. Weir, Jake Principi.
REGISTRARS - Ethel Harris,
Mrs. P. B. Peebles.
CLERKS-Mrs. John Getz, Ger-
trude Carpenter.
WARD 36-PRECINCT
Vacant Residence. 1689 Jacksoa
OFFICER-W. S. Beurer.
JUDGES-Jack Flint, Mrs.
Douglas E. Garrett, J. R.
Aday, Jno. Robinson. Geo. .1.
Brannon, Victor Agee, Jim
D' •
Mr. Travis H. Howell,- Mrs. W. REGISTRARS-Mrs. Paul FlynnL. Ward. Mrs. Doris P. Turner.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. F. L. Mc- CLERK-D. G. Ringer.
Carver, Mrs. L. R. Polk.
CLERK-Mrs. D. L. Rogers.
WARD 31-PRECINCT
Guaranty Plumbing Co.,
1612 Lamar
OFFICER-Richard T. Poole.
JUDGES-Mrs. Walter Ellis,
Mrs. U. T. Bartholomew. Mrs.
Jack Jackson, Mrs. Taylor
Bertscht Mrs. Fred Tutor,
Mrs. Mary Walters.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. John Mitch-
ell. Mrs. Adolph Richter.
CLERK-Mrs. C. C. Campbell.
WARD 31
-PRECINCT S
Oak Park "Y".
Willett and Foster
OFFICER-John Lucchesi.
JUDGES-Mrs. B. F. Edwards,
Mrs. Harry Geyer, IV. J. Babb
Jr., P. P. Hall, Mrs. Hugh
Jones.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Victoria
WARD 37-PRECINCT 1
Moffatt's Service Station,
2923 Summer
OFFICER-N. E. Long.
JUDGEk-Mrs. 0. G. Brown.
Robert Marchetti, Fred Vella,
Mrs. Robert Marchetti.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Marshall
Southern, Mrs. P. G. Sweet.
CLERK-Marie Long.
WARD 37-PRECINCT
Myers Sales Co.-165 Scott
OFFICER-Robert Marshall.
JUDGES-Mrs. George Carter.
Mrs. Earl Moreland, T. L.
Peeler.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. C. D.
Eaves, Mrs. T. L. Peeler.
CLERK-Mrs. Mary L. Marshall.
WARD 38-PRECINCT 1
Grahamwood School.
Summer and GrahamDriver, Mrs. Geo. B. Jones. OFFICER-W. B. Herbert.CLERK-Noble Ingrsm. JUDGES-Mrs. R. A. Neylor. D.Hugh Magevney, Mrs. Steve REGISTRARS-Mrs. Clara Ed- WARD 31-PRECINCT 4 A. Ellis. E. E. Canada, Mrs. WARD 44-PRECINCT I 
Fir, Station No. 24.
Fransioli. Morris Leviton, Mrs. wards, Millie Cooper. Crippled Children's Hospital, Margaret Herndon, Mrs. Doug- Brownstone Building, Bethel LaBelle Community
Powell and BerclairOFFICER-W. R. Donigan. REGISTRARS 
Center, 2696 LaRosa
C. A. Breckenridge, Graham CLERK-Walter Cooper. 2009 Lamar las Cooper, Mrs. J. Al. Farmer. 133 Se Alban's Fairway 
OFFICER-W. F. Davis.
WARD 25
-PRECINCT 2 JUDGES - Harry A. Shelton. Green, Helen L. McCurley.
- Mrs- A.
 a OFFICER-John McGoldrick. OFFICER-Robert Talley.
WARD 3-PRECINCT! • • 
' JUDGES-A. T. Lankford, Mil-
American Snuff Co.-Front and REGISTRARS-Mrs. A. H. Hast- 
- 
JUDGES-Airs. Tom E. Welsh, JUDGES-Mrs. R. P. Berryhill,
ton E. Kinard, George A. Con-
Keel. 
. 
ings. Mrs. Frank C. Saino. St. Thomas School-580 Trigg Henry Waldauer, Mrs. J. R.
noway, Martin Tippit, Mrs.
,CLERK-AIrs. Raymond Selph. OFFICER-Orville Flack. Stedman, Mrs. R. L. Allen. WARD 38--PRECINCT 2 John S. Aiontedonico, John R. Joe Womick, Mrs. A. J. Kelly,
OFFICER-Mr. J. A. Martin. . 
Mrs. T. David Tomlinson, No- Highland Heights Presbyterian Kirmie. E a r 1 Montgomery, Mrs. H. V. Andre, Mrs, James Martha Sue Kilpatrick, Mrs.
WARD 17-PRECINCT 4 JUDGES
-Elizabeth Byrne. Mrs.
Maurice Manfield. John V. Wesche. David S. Jones. IV, F. Davis, Roscoe' E. Wil-
JUDGES-Mrs. M. J. Timbs Sr.,' 
Ian Fontaine. Church-3300 SummerMr. Robert D. Sage. Mrs. Al Chymia Temple-1257 Poplar G. T. Gibson. Olemer Ayres
Sr. Mrs. H. F. Shown. REGISTRARS--Mrs. J. E. Stew- OFFICER.-L. A. McCune.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Jack E.
Bell, George B. Bates. REGISTRARS -3.MTr.s. A
 Pm
 be r oa. sre I.
Womick. Mrs. 
REf°GnIgSTR ARS-Rosemary Plass.
Georgia Xiques. Edna Eisert, OFFICER-John Edwards.
REGISTRARS-Mildred Ayres. art, Robert Hunt. JUDGES - Clarence Forrester,
Cramer, Mrs. C. D. Akers. CLERK-Mrs. J. C. Hailer.
Mrs. Casper Wilson. JUDGES-N. C. Edwards. HarryREGISTRARS-Mrs. J. A. Marl E. Masher. Ralph Dickson, C.tin, NIrs. Rosemary Griffin. W. Vernor. A. Vinson. CLERK-Vivian McNulty. WARD 32-PRECINCT 1 O'Brien. Mrs. Harry Sharp, CLERK-Mrs. Robert P. Taylor. WARD 4$
Ethel James.
WARD 33
Mrs. J. A. Griffin.. CLERK-W. Neal Maxwell. . I. Y. FMI ... Mrs. Rob t.
Mrs. S. Y. McCalla, Mrs. C. P. WARD 44-PRECINCT 3 Hamilton School, 1478 Rases
Residence, 310 N. Graham
OFFICER-Jim Galloway.
JUDGES - Robert Udelsollm,
Charles Warr, Guy B. Bates,
Hubert M. Topper. John A.
Pipkin, Luther R. Power Jr.
REGISTRARS - Ruth Handle.
man, Ester Green.
WARD 56
OFFICER-H. D. Bomar.
JUDGES - Mrs, G. F. Herrin,
Mrs. George Harris, Mrs. Ann
Newton, Mrs. Betty J. Morby.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Joe Rinoldi
Mrs. Floyd Blackwell.
CLERK-Mrs. Lewis Porter.
WARD 42-PRECINCT 2
Hollywood School, 134 Bryes
OFFICER-W, B. Barron Sr.
JUDGES-W. B. Watkins, J. T
Crips, William Hurst, Mrs
Katherine Newby, A. P. Qualls
Bill Afasoner.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Julius
Byrd, Mrs. Marvin Bowles.
CLERK-Mrs. Paul Byrd.
WARD 43-PRECINCT I
Fire Station No. 23, 3168 Jackson
OFFICER-George Walker.
JUDGES-Joe Jolet, J. H. Fly,
Mrs. E. 11, Gafford, John
Richard Hansen, Kenneth Pitts,
WARD 51
-PRECINCT 3
J. H. Parish Painters
Fire Station No. 18, 3426 Southern 1083 Galloway
OFFICER-George Holley. OFFICER-John Motley.
JUDGES-Mrs. Henry Froman, JUDGES-B. F. Head, A. G.
Brignole, Henry V. • O'Neil,
Mrs. Mary Fredrick.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. B. F. Head,
Mrs. A. Summerfield.
CLERK-Charles Meehan.
John Ashworth, John Spidle,
Mrs. Murie Rowe, J. B. Car-
ney, Bruce Ely.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. George Hol-
ley, Mrs. Bruce Ely.
WARD 45-PRECINCT4
St. John's Episcopal Church,
322 8. Greer
OFFICER-Roy Freeman.
JUDGES - Harry Woodbury,
Charles Rood. Mrs. Robert
Ruffin, Mrs, Carl Stokes, Rich-
ard T. White, James Garth-
right Jr., Lawrence Joseph. REGISTRARS-Mrs. R. L. Simp-
REGISTRARS --Airs. Herbert son, Airs. C. P. Voss.
CLERK-Mrs. L. E. Alford.Landstreet, Mrs. Margaret
Endicott.
CLERK-Mrs. James G. Cbism.
WARD 441-PRECINCTI
Memphis State College
Patterson
OFFICER-Dr. Rayburn John-
son.
JUDGES-James B. Simmons,
Andrew J. -Myers, William
Haynes, Andrey A. McAuley.
REGISTRARS-Ronald Gruene-
wald, Benjamin F. Myers.
CLERK-C. A. Davis Jr.
WARD 46-PRECINCT 2
Hunt's Appliance Store,
632 S. Highland
WARD 52-PRECINCT
Victory Baptist Church
517 N. Hollywood
OFFICER-J. B. Mason.
JUDGES-Mrs. L. P. Vaughn,
Mrs. L. B. Wilhite. Mrs. C. E•Fant, H. R, Stovall, Mrs. Null
Adams.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. A. 0.Chandler, Mrs. K. S. Allmon.CLERK-Mrs. Edward Neely.
WARD 52
-PRECINCT $
Vacant Store, 3036 Summer
OFFICER-Ed Morrison.
JUDGES-Mrs. C. B. Holland,
Mrs. Jack Berry, Mrs. Helen
Thomas, Mrs, Viola Robinson.OjuFFIDGCEEsR-_07
'WP. 'srnWiethi g,elifr,,. G. REGISTRARS - Mrs. Frank
T. Grissom, Mrs. L. A. Sum- Mensi, Mrs. Ed Morrison.
mers, Mrs. R. I., Bell, Mrs. CLERK-Mrs. C. C. Colligcn.
Winnie Morris. 
WARD 53
-PRECINCT IREGISTRARS-Mrs. Edith Fel-
Kinher, Mrs. W. F. Wells. gsbury School,
1270 N. Graham
.
Yancey. 
CLERK-E. A. Wedaman.
JUDGES - Mrs, Lillie Hooper.
OFFICER-Mrs. Betty Grimes.WARD 48-PRECINCT
3
REGISTRARS-Mary Goldsmith, Boy Scout H4e-ut,PR394E2Pairt Ave. Mrs. F. E. Morrison, Mrs. R.Airs, Nancy Hansen. S. Woolfolle Mrs. FrancesWARD 43-PRECINCT 2 
OFFICER-Guy G. Fisher.
JUDGES-M. V. Miller. Mrs. W. Boone, Mrs. Jean Turner, Mrs.Leawood Baptist Church C. Lane, Mrs. Hugh Humpbry. lliaxine Coats, Mrs. Betty J.1160 Homer W Hamby.
JUDGES-W. B. Conry, Mrs. B. 
REG', T enneIsTR, PARs-baNkfe,rgr
.
er. 
D:c: Street-.
Jones, Mrs. Hilliard Crews.
OFFICER-Jimmy Hayes. REGISTRARS - Mrs. Mary R.
CLERK-Joe .G. Blackwell.
A. McPherson, Mrs. John P. ter. Mrs. ClydeHatheock, Airs. IV. B. Conry. Warren. 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. W. AC 
CLERK-Mrs. Maggie Gilliland. WARD 53-PRECINCT 2Clement, Mrs. A. K. Starling. WARD 47-PRECINCT 1 Wells Station School,CLERK-Mrs. V. A, Lloyd. Vacant Store, 2325 Lamar 1610 Wells Station ReadWARD 43-PRECINCT 3 oeywiER-Edward pleas. OFFICER-Max Pass.
OFFICER-David L. Edmond. Mrs: J. C. Marmann. Mrs.
JUDGES-Mrs. Leonard Peters, JUDGES
 - Jnhn LH", H. M.
Douglas School, 3200 Mt. Olive
Pendergrast, Mrs. Joe Birch-JUDGES-Annie M. Jordan, Mar- Harold Mitchell, Mrs. Dorothy field, Mrs. Doyle Terhune, Mrs.tha Gladney, Odessa Dickens, Walker. Marion Pass, Mrs. Frank E.
Burleson.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. W. Whit-
man, Mrs. Juanita Turner,
Elnora Neely, Henry Nickols. REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. T. Clan-REGISTRARS - Francis Hicks, ton, Mrs. L. B. Johnson.Vergie Allen. CLERK-Mrs, IV. C. Sowell.CLERK-Laura Tyus.
WARD 52-PRECINCT I
Springdale School.
880 N. Hollywood
OFFICER-Gordon Robertson.
JUDGE8-Mrs. Charles C. Hand-ly, Arthur L. Cox, Hermon L.
Bernatsky, Clovis Causey,
Richard C. Langford.
WARD 34-PRECINCT 1
Memphis Boys', Town
4093 Summer
OFFICER-LA. B. Haines.
JUDGES-Hollie Ham, Charles
McGehee, F. H. Lindberg, H.
S. Bell, Mrs. Mabel M. Jen.flings, Mrs. Wayne DeWees.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. John Ment-
,REGISTRARS - Mrs. Wade WARD 25
-PRECINCT 3 Lamar Terrace-1111 Lamar
WARD 11 PRECINCT I 
Anderson.Crockett. Mrs. Lynn Dowdy, OFFICER-George A. Scholl.
Locke School-688 St. Paul
WARD 18-PRECINCT 1 ' 
- JUDGES-Neal Tidwell, R. C. CLERKTR-Mrs.-.MG.rsitP. 
Portia Cox.
South Side School-667 Richmond
,OFFICER-George W. Trafford,
OFFICER-Jno. Tyler. 
Allen. Leonard Biggs, Mrs. C.
JUDGES-Van Martin, Lucille Model Cleaners-14n3 Linden i Jr.
OFFICER-0. B. Winston. JUDGES-Mrs, Evelyn Linder- 
J. Kurrus, Mrs. W. B. Gep-i WARD 38-PRECINCT 2
Trigg. Mary Tyler. Jessie 
i (Tent) Guernsey and Holmes
Moreland. ,JUDGES-Mrs. Shirley Sln1111.'- man, Mrs. Harrison Johnson. 
hart.
REGISTRARS-Willie B. Benin-, Airs. Chas. Arnold. Mrs. W. H.1 Mr. Charles Rittelmeyer, Mrs.,REGISTRARS-Mrs. Lelah Bar- OFFICER-Mrs. K. A. AlcE%ven., Farmer. Mrs. Wayne penrose. John Dolbi. 1 ker, Mrs. Clyde Hughey. JUDGES-Mrs. W. E. Cooper.CLERK-Carl Russell. ,REGISTRARS-Mrs. Della Cook,'REGISTR.ARS-Airs. L. H. Be: WARD 32-PRECINCT 1 1 Mrs. M. F. Crossno. Mrs. Joe
ton, Lambert 0.‘ens.
Hardesty. Mrs. IV. G. Roberts.
WARD 11-PRECINCT 2 Mrs. J. C. Fontaine. I bin. Mrs. Flem Williams. Bauer Auto Parts-674 Walnut REGISTRARS-Airs. Walter Jor-
Foote Homes Community Center. WARD 18-PRECINCT! .CLERK-Mrs. D. Campodonico. 'OFFICER-Clyde Hughey.Seven-Up Bottllng Co., 888 Linden 
CLERK-Mrs. 
Mrs. RS. E. GF  R.icTrkmayan%ck..
578 Mississippi 
iWARD 28-PRECINCT 1 ,.IUDGES-E. J. Adcock. F. S.
,
OFFICER-Paul R. Giannini. OFFICER-H. Y. Clarke. Jones, Mrs. D. C. Groves. Cummings School, REGISTRARS - Mrs. Vincent WARD Se-PRECINCT 4(To Redviocd, Thelma Elion. Henry F. Kallaher, Arthur'
JUDGES-Chester Cade Sr . Ma- JUDGES-E. M. Holder. Mrs.' 1037 Cummings ! Lyons, Mrs. D. A. Fite. Tr.;,,a4hvell School
1 
REGISTRARS - Frank Davis. Churchill. OFFICER-Frank L. Fritz. CLERK-Mrs. Joe Powell. 920 N. highlandTillie Rucker. ,REGISTRARS-Mrs. F. Y. De- JUDGES-J. D. McBride, Mrs. WARD 33
-PRECINCT 1 OFFICER-T. W. Cannon,
CLERK-Eddie Taylor. I muth. Mrs. A. K. Rickey. Guy Roberts, Carl Gurley. Mrs.
Crump Auto & Supply Co.,CLERK-Mrs. F. Dowdy. 
2483 Broad 
JUDGES - C. M. Kennedy,
'
Pete V. York, Mrs. I. F. 
Mrs. IV. B. Herbert. Mrs. IV.
WARD 10
' ..Wisconsin School-176 Wisconsin WARD 19 
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Joe Smith. OFFICER-Mike Gavin. A. Ruleman, Mrs. C. M. Ken-
JUDGES -Mrs. Jake Osborne. 
WARD 26
-PRECINCT 2 , A. Stalm. Mrs. Date Bentley. ', er. Mrs. .1. R. Cotton.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. H. H. Fish-
nedy.
OFFICER-A. J. Volmer. Hodges Field-Jefferson and , Mrs. C. P. James. . JUDGES-Mrs. Mike Gavin. J.Waldran 
I H. Diffley. 0. C. Gillett. JohnMrs. Melvin IVe!rich, Mrs,. OFFICER-Ed. T. Kirk.
Mrs. Roy McCracken. 1 IL T. Davis. Katherine L. 1081 E. McLemore 1 II ade. Mrs. E. L. Sanders. 
'F. CLERK-Mrs. S. M.REGISTRARS - Mrs. W. McKee.
Geo. Rieben. Mrs. Justin Reed.'4UDGES-Chris Houston. Mrg. Church of Christ
REGISTRARS-Alrs. Lucille Len Tr.:. : ,on. Mrs. John Arnold. OFFICER-L. L. Hendricks. ;CLERK-Mrs. A. G. Black.ler, Mrs. Nell Volmer. i 7 i;.-. I.. T. McDonald, Mrs. JUDGES-Airs. R. H. Timonue! WARD 33
-PRECINCT 2
WARD 47-PRECINCTWARD 44-PRECINCT 1
High Point Terrace Arcade, Master Mower, 25111 Lamar
High Point and Philwood oirricza-S. C. Brett.OFFICER-J. P. Houston. JUDGES - Mrs. Opal Straw-JUDGES-F. C. Billingsley. Mrs. bridge. Mrs, Mary Hattaway,J. E. Young, David Hutkin, Mrs. Ruble Anderson, S. A.Mrs. W. E. Hammock. Don Van Broiclin,
Reynolds, Leonard Shea, Harry REGISTRARS - Mrs. Inez Ro-Cannon. chelle, Mrs. Catherine Soule.REGISTRARS-Mrs. J. R. Gib-
son, Mrs, Robert Gibson.
CLERK-Mrs. Harry Cosby.
Galloway Clubhouse,
21115 Walnut Grove Road
OFFICER-George W. Person,
Jr.
JUDGES-John W. Bain, Rich-
ard G. Hollsclay, Jack Gold-
schmidt, J. Edward Johnson,
OFFICER-John Robertson.
JUDGES - Nathaniel Chalmers,
Frank Kilpatrick, Idella Coop-
er, Mrs. Julious Green, J. A.
Lockhart.
REGISTRARS - Effie Franklin,
Mary Lindsey,Jack W. Kenner, James A. CLERK-Myrtle Gaiters.Davis, Mrs. Lloyd Saber, J. J.
WARD 49-PRECINCT 1Heffernan.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Nose Al- Allen Pumping Station (Garage),perin, Mrs. J. A. Laws, Distal St.
WARD 44-PRECINCT 4 OFFICER-Jack W. Young,
WhLte Station School,
514 8. Perkins
OFFICER-R, C. Wade.
JUDGES-Mrs. Floy Yarbrough,East High School, 3206 Poplar JUDGES-Harry Simpson, E. E, Staples, Louie Bianchi.,OFFICER-Jack H. Gates. Garrett, T, C. Harris, Charles Frank Burt Jr., Mrs. J. L.JUDGES - Mrs. William L. M. Farley, J. IV. Morris, Troy Turner, Lelia AL Danciger.Sprott, Mrs. Leonard D. Pierot- N. Cordell. REGISTRARS - Mrs. Allieti, Jacob B. Schorr Jr., Win REGISTRARS - Mary Hurley, Brooks, Airs. Lucille Porter.
CLERK-Mrs. Della McKenfta.
barn C. Bateman, Russell Lat-1 Francis Young.
shaw. 
I WARD 49-PRECINCT 2REGISTRARS - Mrs. Ruby R;
zel, H, E. Baumann.CLERK-Mrs. Catherine Casa-
CLERK-Mrs. Joe Bemardini.rens.
WARD 47-PRECINCT WARD 54-PRECINCT 2 •
WARD 37
Ida Chaddick, Ford Carr, Mrs. Mrs. W. T. Bowling, Leslie
ici L. Rehrnel. 1 Mrs. Florence Turner, Mrs. OFFICER-John H. Whitaker. Sarah C. Hardy, Airs, R. L Buchman, Mrs. James M.
WARD 13
-PRECINCT 1 l% Ll
Brown's Merchantile. 2533 Broad OFFICER-Israel Petroysky,
REGISTRARS-Airs. S. B. Har-, Mary Federecci. Mrs. J. N. JUDGES-Mrs. J. F. Maddox, Wolf. Airs. W. H. Davis.
OFFICER-V. B. Cox.
Railroad YMCA-901 S. Third i ris. Mrs. Vivian Wood.
. . .
1 Farmer, Mrs. Geo. Stryker, 
OFFICER-Charles McKee. JUDGES-Mrs. Mabelle Marvell,JUDGES-Fred Chastain. Ben Mrs. Ed. Best. M. V. Johnson, 
NLieRDI.idKe,eyr7.1r-oods. 1,:.AL.si..reChemesatenr. REGISTRARS - Anna flepult, REGISIT.ARS-Mrs. Berry Burt,Jewel E 
Campbell.JUDGES-Mrs. V. B. Cox. Mrs. 
WARD 20-PRECINCT 1 ' Mrs. J. N. Morgan. 
McDonald, E. T. Hodges, 0. S. Mrs, Amel C. Peterson.
Memphis Conservatory of Music, REGISTRARS-Mrs. T. AL Slat- Smith Jr. REGISTRARS - Miss Belle wall. Mrs. Isabelle Watson.
Sam H. Lazferow. REGISTRARS-Mrs. C, N. Os- merson.
CLERK-Airs. Charles R. Sher-
J. C. Perkins. Mrs. Ann Luther. 1822 Overton Park 
WARD 50 man.
tery. Miss Helen Newton.
, REGISTRARS-Mrs. L. 0. Kirk: Strauch. Mrs. Oval Harrington.
Mrs. Eva Benedict.
H. Timanus. CLERK-AIrs. Geraldine Chance. 
CLERK-Mrs. Etta Gadd.
Mallory Heights School,
Peden's Repair Shop,
REGISTRARS- Mrs N A Cook.OFFICER-Karl N. Pollard. CLERK
-Mrs• D. W. Hale, H. land. Mrs. Harry Finch. 
WARD 5S-PRECINCT 1CLERK-Mrs. Joe Herr. I Thos. N. Lowry. Randolph WARD 27
-PRECINCT 1 WARD 31
-PRECINCT 1 
WARD 40-PRECINCT I Pink Palace, Chickasaw Gardens
WARD 43-PRECINCT 1
OFFICER-it R. Tilson, 
2058 Shelby
Mrs. J. C. Mcliughes. . -IL DG ES- Dr. Arthur Sample. 
CLERK-Mrs. W. II. Ainsworth. 
972 S. Highland
WARD 13-PRECE,VT 2 Merril*** Grocery, 
1191 White OFFICER-T, F. Islaub.
I Bolling. Mrs. Nan Miller, Airs. Williams Shade d Awning Co.,Boy Scout Hut
-1513 Gaither OFFICER-Fred Burmeister. '
JUDGES-Ida L Rape, E. 0.
, Helen Newman. Forrest God- 
JUDGES-Mrs: Ruby Lawrence.
Fire Station No. 14, 
' bold GeorgeDouglass, I 701 N. Dunlap OFFICER-Geo. Johnson JUDGES-Fred Bauer Jr.. Fran- Mrs B C Miller, Mrs. Law- Baucom, Mrs. D. E. Arnhart,
OFFICER-Ttchard Edmiston. cis S. Chamberlin, E. L. r
REGISTRARS - Airs. Lucille, 
 
renc.e Ferrell, Mrs. T. R. Stone,
Ms E. McLemoreOFFICER-J. Ed Foley. JUDGES-Helen Barfield, Kyle 
Mrs. John B. Brooks, Mrs. R.
OFFICER- Doyle Taylor. 
. Henry, Mrs Grace McLain. ,JUDGES-Henry Taylor, Mrs. Ilasley. Mrs. AL B. Swinney, 
JUDGES-Jas. L. Ballard. C. H. Rudy, W. 0. Gordon, Chris
D. Walls. Davis G. Taylor.
JUDGES-D. W. t 
Jessie Friends Sr.. Jas. L. A. H. Watkins. 
McGill, Mrs. Geo. Simpson, Aluilins, J. D. Monk, S. F. Mrs 0. AL Morton, H. A. Lip-
sey; N. E. Sloan. REGISTRARS-Mrs. Robert Per-
;allover, Mrs, CLERK-Mrs, Velma Zderad, 
Mrs. Archie Lou Norman.
C. P. Cox. C. R. Ross. Mrs.! WARD 20-PRECINCT!' 2 Person, W. P. Johnson. REG H. REGISTRARS-Mrs. Jas. Ed- R
ISTRARS - Airs. W. Morley Sr.. Joe }sane.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Bertha Lis- ter, Mrs. J. D. Turnsham.
Stonewall lodge REGISTRARS-Nellie Johnson, Jacke, Mrs. I. B. Phillips. 
EGISTRARS - Helen Morley,miston, Airs. Donald Popham. I Molly McCord,
REGISTRARS
-Mrs. C. K. Mil- Mrs. E. Moretta. • CLERK-Alice Atidgett I ter, Mrs. J. K. Stone. CLERK-Mrs. Frances Nelson.
E. P. Bridges, Guy Spain.
CLERK-Mrs. R. H. Clatworthy. CLERK-Mrs. Mary Marsh. CLERK-W. 0. Evans. CLERK-Mrs. Dave Teal. (Continued on Page 10)
1583 Overton Parklei'. Mrs. H. 0. Stanfield.. 
OFFICER-George 3. Cisse .WARD 13-PRECINCT 3 JUDGES - Arthur Schoembs. WARD 27-PRECINCT IA• B. Hill lielliail-1372 Latham Austin C. Frame, Miss Mary Flre Shiites No, 6,OFFICER-L. F. Simpson. O'Leary, L. W. Shouse, Mrs. 924 ThomasJUDGES-Mrs. C. C. McLellan, H. D. Bird, Mrs. Mildred Con- OFFICER-R, M. Loughridge.
Thomas F. Ragsdale, Mrs. J. tello, Mrs. Charles C. Graves, JUDGES-A. E. Fisher, L. J.
D. Hogan. 
Mrs. D. E. Baker, F. F. Grice. Doty Jr., Douglas Curlin, E. J.
REGISTRARS
-Mrs. E. B. Hitt, Mrs. D. E. Baker, Mrs. J. N. Cox,Mrs. A. E. Elliott Cullen. 
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Navy Mc-
CLERKS
-Miss Dorothy Cross, REGISTRARS - Mrs. Clara Annaly, Mrs. Theresa Cover.
In H. Muller. Smith, Mrs. Rose Cissel, CLERK-Mrs. Russell Parks--
WARD 39
Manassas School.
761 Firestone
Fire Station No. 20 Fire Station No. 21,
Ward, Mrs. Leonard D. Pier-.
0th. 2134 S. Lauderdale Poplar and PerkinsCLERK-Mrs. Ruth H. Hyde. OFFICER-M, D. Duval, OFFICER-C. P. Boyer.WARD 44-PRECINCT 5 !JUDGES - Mrs. AL D. Duval, JUDGES-Hal Patton, Eric S.Fire Station No. 17, III National Mrs. Frank Dennison, Airs. Greenwood. Amel C. Peterson,
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Our Opinions
The Polio Threat
The polio outbreak has not yet reached
the epidemic stage, but its mounting up-
surge is becoming increasingly disturbing,
especially to those whose responsibility it
is to guard the city's health.
However, the high incidence of the
411kisease among Negroes, as reported by the
Board of Health, poses some questions that
transcend medical consideration. The major
portion of cases thus far reported are in
the critical Westside segments where the
density of the Negro population exceeds that
of the white by siNty percent, and where
fifty-five percent of the polio victims are
Negroes of low income.
Though Negroes outnumber white res-
idents of those infected areas and would
therefore be expected to have a higher in-
cidence potential, other factors such as in-
adequate housing, recreational and health
facilities may have heightened their sus-
ceptibility to this crippling disease.
The housing congestion which, doubt-
!ess, is a contributing factor to this out-
break, -should provide irrefutable argu-
ments for the Chicago Housing Authority
to augment and accelerate its building pro-
gram.
What is equally disturbing is the fact
that the areas most affected by the disease
are those which have received least immun-
ization. This is criminal negligence that
health officials should not brook. If they
do not possess the requisite authority, they
can appeal to the City Council for an or-
dinance that would force compliance with
health rules.
There is plenty of vaccine available.
There are now seven clinics where f ree
polio inoculations are given. There is no
excuse for delay. Let not a paralysis of
the city be laid at our .doorsteps.
It's Civil Rights Or Nothing
There is no more important issue be-
fore Congress than the legislation on civil
ights. This is the issue upon which rests
Whe whole of representative government in
a constitutional democracy. For, any con-
traction of the rights to full citizenship in
our national system is, in truth, a renuncia-
tion of the basic concept of the founding
Fathers who thought those rights were
essential to the preservation of the Amer-
ican way of life.
Our law-givers cannot escape their
responsibility to uphold the fundamental
tenets of liberty and the pursuit of happi-
ness about which they prate so much,
without endangering the whole process of
democracy. But the stratagem they are
pursuing now gives no warrant of early
fulfillment of their solemn obligations.
As matters stand, the civil rights bill
has passed the House and now goes to the
Senate where it is expected to die during
the adjournment rush. This bill, which
represents both in theory and practice, the
tore of our democratic assumptions, de-
bends upon the caprice and fancy of a no-
torious Negro hater — Senator Eastland
(Democrat) of Mississippi—who, as chair-
man of the Judiciary Committee, will
pigeon-hole it.
As an expression of their bitter re-
sentment over the legislation, which they
said was being aimed against them, South-
ern Democrats have proposed twenty-two
amendments, most of them intended to
weaken the bill.
But weak or strong, the bill is dead so
far as the 84th Congress is concerned. The
only way to prevent Southern opposition
from blocking any legislation that is dis-
tasteful to them, is to scrap the Senate
rules that permit a vociferous minority to
bottle up measures that threaten their
Southern mores. Republicans and north-
ern Democrats know that. They know that
revision of the archaic Senate rule is the
surest means of insuring passage of the
civil rights bill. The conclusion, is there-
fore, inescapable that they have been giving
only lip service to this legislation. They
should assume greater leadership, and the
time for action is now. We can no longer
wait until the most backward areas catch
up with the main movement of liberalism.
If the politicians will not listen to our
plea; our ballot will decide the issue. In
November 1948, Truman carried Illinois by
33,612 votes, California by 17,865, and Ohio
by 7,107. Less than a fifteen percent switch
in the Negro vote would have delivered all
three of those states to Dewey, enough to
have slipped him into the White House.
The Negro citizen faces the presiden-
tial year of 1956, with the greatest ballot
potential in his history. His full voting
strength in the states beyond the borders
of the old Confederacy amounts close to
5,000,000. He is today prepared to examine
more critically than ever before the claims
and proposals of both parties and candi-
dates. He insists now upon the inclusion
of an untrammelled civil rights plank in
the platforms of the competing parties, and
that such a p!ank should be proffered in a
language clear and unequivocal, and above
all devoid of rhetorical trappings becloud-
ing its meaning and intent. He will sup-
port the presidential nominee that prom-
ises solemnly, if elected, he would carry out
the provisions of this plank. There can
be no compromise on this issue. Is this
an unreasonable expectation? Is this too
exacting a requirement? NO! He is not
asking for the moon, and he is not reaching
for the stars. All he wants is t h e un-
abridged right to enjoy with dignity and
pride the full blessing of American citizen-
ship. This, or Nothing.
'What The People Say
Answers Critic
Dear Editor:
In last week's edition you print-
ed a letter written by Mr. Daniel
E. Ellingsworth of Mobile, Ala. It
seems to me and I am sure
to others—Negro and white alike—
that this is one man that does not
even know that the very numbers
he uses were established by the
dark man. The Arabic numbers I
mean.
I believe he worded it like this.
"He (the Negro) is low, indolent
and dumb." I wonder if this
southern gentleman has ever read
about people like Dr. Ralph
Bunche, Booker T. Washington
and George Washington Carver.
Maybe he never knew of cham-
Vons in the fields of 
sports and
edicine. I won't try to name
them because it would take too
much space.
I notice he still likes for us to
come to his bank and let him
count our money. I wonder who
cooked that real good meal he
had at noon, who made his house
sparkle. He had better be careful
because some of that black might
rub off on him. I know he would
not like that but get out of his
way so he can get out under the
sun to get some of that dark tan
to sport around.
But I will try to love this mix-
ect up "gentlemen" for he knows
not what he speaks.
Maybe he is not mixed up as
he sounds Remember he is a
banker. He may lose his, job as
so many others. He says learn
some sense. Ile means stay back-
wards. He says pay taxes but he
epwants to spend it where the so
called white man has his little
sign that says white only.
As Rev. M. L. King puts it, we
are not trying to make friends
when we go to court. We are try-
ing to keep them from killing us.
The white man thinks we are
good enough to pick up arms and
fight by his side. But when trouble
is over he likes to say aid has
been saying move back black.
Our ancestors said, "yes suh." The
new Negro has another answer:
The new Negro intends to enjoy
freedom right here In eimerica. —
C. C. M. J., Paris, Texas.
* uS
Hat's Off
Dear Editor:
I take time out to give honor
to the NAACP and the Chicago
Defender for the great job you
have done in the safeguarding of
civil rights for all Americans.
You have put up a great fight
that will go down in history and
I am highly pleased with the
work of the Chicago Defender and
the NAACP.
May victory be with you in any
task your organizations undertake.
Congratulations in your fight to
shim people that all men are
created the same on the face of
this earth. Let us live like human
beings — not as sheep and goats.
So may the victory inspired by
God's love be with you till we can
say that the battle has been won.
Rufus C. Emanuel, Greensville,
Miss.
NMA Convention
Speakers Named
NEW YORK — Roy Wilkins,
secretary of the NAACP; William
J. Trent, jr., executive secretary
of the United Negro College Fund
and Sloan Colt president of the
National Fund For Medical Edu-
cation, will speak before the offi-
cers and members of the board
of trustees of the National Medi-
cal Association at its first meet-
ing at the Hotel New Yorker, Aug.
12.
Problems and progress in the
treatment of cardio-vascular dis-
ease will be presented by Drs.
J. B. Johnson. chief, department
of medicine, Howard university
and chairman of the scientific as-
sembly, NMA; Donald Keller prof
fessor of medicine, Howard uni-
versity; William Hinton, director
of surgery, Bellevue hospital, New
York, and Michael Spellman,
Howard university.
Problems of diseases in chil-
dren, mild and severe, will be
discussed by Drs. Frederick C.
Green, local chairman of the-con-
vention, New York; John Coffer,
Presbyterian medical center, New
York; and J. Everhard Carey,
New York.
Drs. Jane Wright, Bennett Bil-
low, Vera Dolgopol and Mae Chinn
will be among those discussing,
"Newer Treatment Of Patients
With Incurable Cancer".
Dr. Vaughan Mason, general
chairman of the convention, Dr.
Sara Blake, president of the Man-
hattan Central medical society,
Dr. Frederick C. Green, Dr. Cas-
co Alston and Dr. Robert Wilkin-
son are among those working con-
tinuously to make very phase of
the convention a success.
by Nat D.Willioms
WHAT'S FUNNY?
Word is out that pretty soon
the Tennessee Youth Guidance
Commission will hold meetings in
key cities of the state to gather
material on comic books and sa-
lacious literature .
The advance information reveals
that the Commission will seek to
obtain information from officials
of the cities to be visited, and
that they will listen to the views
of representatives of ministerial
associations, community agencies
and civic organisations.
Even in the "Shadows" that
seems to be a move in the right
direction. The big question for the
bulk of the Tri-State Defender's
readers is: "What intersst vvill the
Negro citizens of the cities to be
visited take in the investigation."
And that's an imporatant ques-
tion. Negroes have been so accus-
tomed to counting themselves out
of mainstream activities in Amer-
ican life, that there is a danger
that a lot of parents, teachers, and
others who should be concerned
Oh the welfare of Negro youth,
will not even notice the investiga-
tion, nor pay much attention to
its findings as revealed in the
newspapers.
Here, again is an area in which
Negroes can take an interest in
a community problem which in-
volves everybody, regardless of
race, color or skin. Here again
Is a situation in which no one
would hardly question even a Ne-
gro parent's desire to participate
in a project designed to help his
children.
It seems that the main situa•
lion here will be the matter of
how much in ernest Negro par-
ents take in the forthcoming Youth
Guidance Commission's hearings.
Of course, there is the likely pos-
sibility that 99 per cent of the
Negro parents of Tennessee don't
even know of the existence of the
One of the great roadblocks to
the general peace and happiness
of man, also to his personal prog-
ress has been and still is his re-
spect for the dignity of human
personality.
Disrespect for the suitableness
of others to command the same
respect I or we demand, also
the failure to recognize the char-
acter and worth of others have
always been defense mechanism
to cover up the shortcomings of
men. Moreover, they are inferior-
ity complexes. Admissions that
one does not measure up to the
situation, therefore, must bluff his
way out. They are coverups. Cov-
ers that are of superficial de-
vices, thin layers which are trans-
parents and weak. They will not
withstand contrary winds. Being
weak, they need many and fre-
quent proppings in an attempt to
make them starid. Being trans-
parent, they need many blinds
also frequent adjustments in or-
der to hide the weakness in their
structures.
Disrespect for others weakens
and reduces the value of the dis-
respector first. Lastly, it weakens
and finally destroys all good hu-
man relations.
Disrespect is like a contagious
disease, it is catching. Disrespect
begins with the individual, then to
the associates, then to the group,
from there, it can spread to an
entire nation. What then is the
cure for this great disease, the
medium of removing this great
roadblock to man's progress? Dis-
respect for the dignity of human
State Youth Guidance Commis-
sion. And that points up another
very pertinent fact relating to the
Negro's quest for better consid-
eration as a citizen. Too many
Negroes don't know what's going
on. They don't know because they
don't take enough interest to in-
quire and get even an inkling of
the happenings. Then, when they
find out about some new de-
velopment, affecting the whole
community, including them, they
complain about being left o u t.
They argue that they were not
called in. . .that they had no hand
in the planning stages of the pro-
ject.
But that doesn't seem to be a
valid excuse or position. No man
was here in the planning stages
of the earth, but billions of them
are now riding the bandwagon. .
and claiming to have a vested in-
terest in it.
Well, Negro parents have a
vested interest in their children.
And whether or not they have
been invited into the inner coun-
cils of organizations like t h c
Youth Guidance Commission,
they ought to be actively interest-
ed in its program, membership
and goals.
Since one of les publicized pro-
grams currently is the investiga-
tion of comic books and salacious
literature. then Negroes oug,ht to
voice sonic' active interest. Aft-
er all. Negro kids are American
kids. And they are reading virtu-
ally the comic hooks and salac•
ious literature the white kids are
reading. If it's had for one kid, it
most likely won't be good tor the
other.
The Youth Guidance Commis-
sion might just be glad to discover
a backlog of interest among such
an important segment of t h e
state's population. Maybe Negro
parents could give it sonic slants
on kids' reading habits that might
be useful. Now, whatchuber.
personality? What are the facts
which must be considered?
The first fact to be considered
is to recognize and to acknowledge
that every individual is by crea-
tion suited to be recognized as a
human being on the same par
with all other human beings. Sec-
ond, that character and worth is
confined to race and nationality,
but that first individual values and
assets. Thirdly, fully realize that
there are no unimportant persons
in the scheme of live and fourth-
ly, there are no indispensable peo-
ple in the scheme of life.
The feeling that people are un-
important is a great weakness.
To feel that one is indispensable
is a big mistake which will be-
come one day a great disappoint-
ment.
Man's attitude towards man and
his services to man is more than
half of his whole creative mission
and duty. They are the heights,
depths and widths of is capacity
for God.
541-1nch Snake
Found In Office
NOBLESVILLE, Ind. — (INS)—
When Mrs. Ruth Barker, stenog-
rapher at the Talbert Schaab Lum-
ber co., here took off the cover
of her typewriter, she screamed.
Coiled 14 inches away from her
face was the biggest, blackest
coiled snake she had ever seen.
After fellow workers killed the
snake, they meahured it. T h e
length was 541 2 inches.
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SO WHAT?
muitri 10, Ii
"I still can't figure out why they call them slacks."
Gtve So The NAACP legal
Delenselducolionol Fund Inc
107 W 4.3rd Street
New York 36.h1 Y
The World Is So Full Of
A Number Of Things
To make us all happy as kings on it, "I Can't Get Started" by
 er at all has recreated more m
these summer days and nights Vernon Duke, and two Thad Jones ingly t
han he our own beaut,
there are a number of interesting originals that swing 
real cra7y, Negro spirituals. ()n four sides,
items in the way ot records that with a trumpet as clear as 
a hell large 1,1' discs, 'The Art of I
have come- my way that go well and as festive as a 
firecracker. land Hayes — Six Centuries
with a cold glass of mint tea or On Atlantic's label, Min
gus has song" may be yours, not only
a long tall gin ant: tonic. lf you a new disc coining
 out called by enjoy now, but tor many ye.
like cool jazz, but with lots of love- the formidable title "Pithican- to come 
— for which lovers
lv melody, you couldn't do better tropus 1-1Yectus" whic
h I am wait- good music everywhere are grl.
than to put on your combination ling to hear when the 
August dog lug
that fine long playing record call- days conic around
. From the concert hall to I
ed simply the "Chico Hamilton In quite different categ
ories, of stage of Hark m's Apollo Theo
Quintet" featuring Buddy Collette courses are two other 
record al- went the Vanguard folks with th
on the Pacific Jazz Records label. hums I have b
een playing to for- microphones to record a real
There's a flute, a guitar, Fred get the humidity
. One is an al- stage show in action there. W
Katz on cello, and Chico Hamilton hum of spoken 
poetry, "Poetry of they caught on "A Night At '
himself on drums. sometimes a the Negro" reco
rded by that excel- Apollo" is a fine band, some
clarinet or sax, and it all adds lent young acto
r, Sidney Pottier, thmic tap dancing, and that
up to a quiet, delightful mellow with Doris Belack.
 for Glory Rec. nicst of female commedit
session, restful and wonderful of- ords, and one of it
s values is that Jackie Mobley with a runt
ter a long hot day at work. Bud- it brings again to 
public attention monologue that won't don't. I
dy Collette's original "Blue Sands" the poetry of one of 
our best poets George Kirby with his amai
is on the disc, a kind of musical of the past, Pa
ul Laurance Dun- impersonations from Edward
jazz poem with a sensuous flute bar. 
Robinson to Joe Louis, Peter
and a wild guitar and a crying His "When M
alindy Sings" and re to Pearl Bailey. Then to :
cello and caravan drums that "We Wear the 
Mask" and "Ere to the fun, an entire Amat
could beat all night for my mon- Sleep Comes D
own" as well as Night show is captured in the
ey. There's a melodic rendition of others of his po
ems are beautiful-- crogrooves, the bad, the good,
"Funny Valentine" and there is ly recited. Chic
ago's Pulitzer the highly hilarious, with Leon
"I Want to be Happy" and the Prize winner, Gwendolyn
 Brooks, Reed as the Master of Cercn
"Walking Carson Blues" and the is represented by 
"When You ies. It is a most amusing p:
jolly "Buddy Boo." It's a very Have Forgotten Sunday" be
auti- record, and entertaining anyti
good record, fully read. A
nd the other poets to be played with the sound
With Detroit's Thad Jones on whose work is record
ed are James turned up good and loud.
trumpet, John Dennis on piano, Weldon Johnson, 
Countec Cullen, And last but not least of
and Max Roach on drums, the Carl Holman, 
Armand Lanusse of summer records I've enjoyed
Charlie Mingus group plays some the old Creole 
days, and myself. til the grooves are beginning
fine music on the Debut Records After many y
ears of world ac- show it, are those two FINE
label, a new LP having just come claim, Roland Hayes, one of 
the hours bearing Maxine Sullivi
out that I hear is great. But the great vo
ices of our times has name — that great little vi
cool one I have been playing these at last b
een carefully and flaw- with the big appeal. She si
host nights is Volume I: "Jazz lessly re
corded by Vanguard in "The St. Louis Blues" on one
Collaborations" which is modern a series of 
excellent long playing the records, and "Loch Lomoi
with a beat, infectious and jazzy albums. No tenor has
 surpassed on the other, and yon can t
sweet. Its a ten inch LP with Hayes in the 
singing of the great your choice — or buy both 
and
Cole Porter's "Get Out of Town" European
 art songs, and no sing- go wrong.
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6if erouzeit.-- tAicettitz 
Sixty three important Negro ly, 
among the women present
Democrats 
into 
were Mrs. Ruth Whitehead What-
w 
fhrountddlentnlaestt 
nineteen
Saturday ey of New York and Mrs. Mar-
in Alderman Ralph Metcalf's Third
taot a
garet Butcher of Washington, D.
n 
states 
Ward headquarters in Chicago. I C.
saw A. T. Walden from Atlanta, No doubt you have read else-
Loren Miller from Los Angeles, where an account of the proceed-
Hulan Jack from New York, Shag ings and the final statement and
Taylor from Boston and. of course, proposed civil rights plank for
a host of big name party p
illars the platform 'of the Democratic
from all the towns in between. party. The latter revealed in care-
Adam Powell was in Europe but fully measured words some of the
both Congressmen Dawson and
 
steam that was boiling off the tops
Diggs were present. of the heads of deadly serious
The call for the clambake came Democratic representat
ives. Ev-
from Councilman Earl Brown of cry delegate prese
nt from far and
New York and the reason be- near came at his o
wn expense
hind it all was, as you might well and there was no que
stion about
know, the good old hot issue of the depth of their concern ov
er the
civil rights. There were about 30 civil rights Issue.
delegates or alternates to t h e These ladies and gentlemen,
Democratic convention in the sec- of course, never directly touched
ond floor assembly room of the on the issue of deserting the Demo-
Third Ward headquarters which is erotic Party in the same sense
right off South Parkway on fani- that the Dixiecrats often talk
ed 47th street. about 'walking out." They were
If you are wondering why such assembled to give t
heir party to
a national conclave of colored which they feel 
a great loyalty
Democrats met there instead of the some constructive sugge
stions on
Second Ward Headquarters over matters of principle which 
cannot
which Alderman Harvey and Con- be compromised. I asked sever
al
gressman Dawson preside, you present, however, what would 
they
must remember that the "boss," do if the Democratic hi
gh com-
the familiar name for Bill Daw- mond rejected the suggestion
s
son, is the vice-chairman of the and failed to come up w
ith a strong
Democratic National Committee. civil rights candidate and a 
strong
There was plenty of back-slap- c
ivil rights platform. You should
ping and hand-shaking. Then all hav
e seen them squirm and twid-
the dignitaries were lined up to die.
pose for the photographers just This question, of course, is
 the
before the proceedings officially one with the d
ynamite. Will the
began. I noticed an Indian who Negroes leave the 
Democratic
seemed keenly interested sitting Party if they are given 
the brush
,
at the press table along with one off at the convention? 
Most of the
serious looking Nordic. Incidental- Democrats at the me
eting simp-
ly did not want to think ab
such a possibility. When I
the question to Earl Brown,
said flatly that if the party mu
the civil rights ball this time, tl
will lose the election.
Earl made one significant
servatioh in his general disc
sion of the issue. He said he
surprised to find so much fi
tration among Negro Democr
in various cities he had visited
recent months. He declared t
the Democratic high commr
simply "can't" brush off the bu.
jog issue of civil rights and
feels to do so would be suicie
From where I sit, I believe t
Republicans have the best chai
they have had in recent years
win over a considerable body
Negroes in this election. I am si
that most would leave the Den
erotic Party with great reluctan
Many would remain loyal to th
state Democratic slate even if th
bolted to the GOP natimsal tie •
et. The Negro feels, that he I
longs with the "little people" %I
make up the Democratic Party
at least that is the propagane
Nevertheless, nothing in t,
century has so electrified the s.
of the Negro as the hope giv
him by the Supreme Court ti
first class citizenship is attainal
in our time.
Those who dash this hope tod.
be they Democrats or Rerun
cans, are going to be regard
as hitter enemines for
long time If the Democratic P.
ty surrenders to the threats
the Dixiecrats, the national h
publican headquarters is goi.
to look like Uncle Tom's cabi.
DERIDEN
- 0 Sat., Aurtst 4, 1956
Wife Divorces Dr.
N. 0. Calloway
Dirs. N. 0. Catioway, socially prominent wife of Dr.
Calloway, one of the nation's leading medical experts, was
gra.ntod a divorce in Chicago Monday before Judge Julius
Miner in Circuit court.
The attractive Mrs. Calloway received the divorce on
grewatis of cruelty. She had ac-
cused hit mate ef striking her on
two °cessions, the last time on
Jane 27.
Dr. Calloway, a member of the
staff of the University of Illinois
School of Medicine and a former
director of Provident hospital, had
?tied a erste ecrisplaist In velacIi.
he denied the cruelty charge.
However, Monday he did not
contest the suit. In fact he was
not present when the decree was
handed down.
According to terms of the rul-
ing, Mrs. Calloway was granted
custody of their two clatkiren and
received a property settlement,
which was mutually agreed upon.
Mrs. Calloway waived alimony.
The Calloways were married on
Feb. 14, 1946. Her maiden name
Was Doris
A native of Ohio, Mrs. Calloway
earned a Ph.D in nutrition from
the .University of Ohio.
Dr. Calloway also is president
of the Chicago Urban League and
is credited with having sparked a
move which led to the League's
I reorganization last year.
(Continua Prom fags X)---
General Election Notice
Voting Officials Serving
14 ARO 36-PRECINCY I WARD 64
Sherwood fichooL, 3717 Velma Colonial School,
g)FFICER-C. N. Ta 1360 Colonial Road lley. 
plUDGES - Mrs. C. N. Talley, OFFICER-W. M. Walsh,
• Mrs. Richard Mashbrian Jr., JUDGES-Herman Billings, For.
Mrs. John Parker, Mrs. P. G. rest Brown, Gene S. McIntyre,Poindexter, Mrs. Ray Fergu- M. J. MeGaha, Don Hitchcock,
son, Wallace Singleton. Robert W. Rigging, Mrs. Dot
'REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. L. Davis.
' Dobbs, Mrs. H. A. Massey. REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. L. Med-
WARD 58-PRECINCT lock, Mrs. Margaret Bond.3
CLERK-Mrs. Dorothy B. Lux.
WARD 67
Sea Isle School, Sea Isle Road
OFFICER-Alfred M. Kidd.
COLLIEFaye: Sherwood, Mrs. J. C. ,JUDGES-Fred W. Means, Henry RVILLERiales, Mr. R. C. Wells. B. McAdams, T. E. Crawford, OFFICER-J. T. Kelsey.REGISTRARS-Mrs. Edward A. REG1STRARS-Cora P. Lamond, JUDGES-T, L. Treadwell Jr.,
R. C. Cox, Martin Newby,
Pierce A. Thomas, Howard D.Jamison.
REGISTRARS - Mrs, MaryOFFICER-W. B. Bekemeyer. ARLINGTON Piper, Mrs. Ruby H. Hawkins.
" 
'JUDGES - Helen B. Emerson, OFFICER-Ray Longmire. 
CORDON'AJUDGES-Walter Burrow, C. S.! Joseph Lenzi, Ira C. Schaeffer, 
OFFICER
-Carl W. Rogers.Sims, Sidney Herring, Mrs.Gus Reinhardt, Norman Hines, 
JUDGES
-Robert E. Schwam, J.Clara Hood.Angelo Gattuso, Ward E.mrs. C. s. whi//, REGISTRARS-Elizabeth C. Wil- R. Humphreys, Henry G.Dawkins, 
Mitchell
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Charles E.
Humphreys, Mrs, A. W.
Rogers.
CLERK
-Mrs. Mozelle Farley,
, Sharp School, 3431 Sharpe
FFICE1.-A. V. Phillips.1,•
'DGES-A. M. Carney, Van L.
Kerr. Mrs. R. C. Wells, Mrs.
Tyler, Mrs. June Phillips,
WARD 58-PRECINCT 4
'South Park Sohool, 1737 Getwell
Mrs M. 0. Lambert. son, Sarah R. Robinson.
EGISTRARS - Mrs. Ella CLERK-Mrs. Robert Harrell.'R 
Rhodes, Mrs. Jane Johnson. BARTLETT
WARD 59-PRECINCT a OFFICER
-Oliver Albright.rendleton Presbyterian Church, JUDGES-John H. George Sr.,
2791 Barron Road
OFFICER-Joe Autry.
JUDGES-Mrs. Evelyn Hardy,
Mrs. Captola Hardy, Mrs.
Hilda De Sham, Mrs. Juanita
Smitherman, Mrs. Earl Har-
well.
EGISTRARS-Mrs. Hazel Herr-
ing, Mrs. Garrie Argo.
'CLERK-Mrs. Jim Campbell.
WARD 59-PRECINCT I
ICumberland Presbyterian Church
Park and Greer
II• ITF10ER-Bob Carter.
Mrs. Earrue L. Leachman.
CLERK - Mrs. Katherine B.
Steele.
Howes.
WOODSTOCK
OFFICER-W. J. Chase,
JUDGES-Mrs. W. B. Hawkins,
Mrs. Annie Hale Johnson,
Charles P. Bursa
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Rembert
H. Williams, Mrs. Mary Sue
Ferguson.
CAPLE VILLE
OFFICER-C. E. Bowe, Jr.
JUDGES-A. C. Gilless, E. W.
Hall, Otis Stepherson Ernest
Bowling.
REGISTRARS
-Mrs. Carrie Lew.
elm, Mrs. Bruce Hale.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. A. E. Beaty
Sr., Mrs. John Joplin.
CLERK-Mrs. Inez Mayo.
FRAYSER NO. 1
OFFICER-John Gala.
JUDGES-Walter Furr, D. L
Pierce Sr., Mrs. W. H. Tribble
Jr., R. E. Enright Jr., John
REGISTRARS - Miss SaraHobbs, Oliver Anderson.
CLERK
-Mrs. J. W. Calais,
LEVI NO. 1
OFFICER
-Tate Pease.
JUDGES
-John R. Strong, T. J.
Evans, M. H. hicLarty, Ken-
neth W. Parks, Mrs. VanneyLeech
FOREST BILL
!JUDGES - Mrs. Shir Thompson.ley Kolp, 
- Radford, Mrs. J. A. Clement.REGISTRARS-Mrs. Charles ea,Mrs. Harry Griffith, Mrs. T. L. !CLERK
-Mrs. Tate PeaseHeckle Jr., Mrs. Pete Bolgeo.Leggeth, Mrs. C. S. Harris,II Mrs. Harry C,oncinin, Mrs. CLERK-Mrs. James H. Cliftora, LEVI NO. 2 George Williams. FRAYSER NO. I IOFFICER-T. A. Roberson.JUDGES
-Douglas Burton Rob-
EG S ARS - Mn. K. R. OFFICER-P. F. Fracchia. 
ert M. Porter. T. A. Flowers
Hardy, Mrs. Jean Jones. JUDGES-Parnell Dwyer, J. H. Sr., F. Pe Eubanks, VernonLittle.McAdams, George S. Reeves, REGISRARS - Mrs. Edward'Prospect School, 2300 Mississippi Harvey 0. Scott, R. P. Stewart, Scarbrough, Mrs. CharlesJames G. Wilson, S. W. Dent. Scarbrough.REGISTRARS - Mrs. Madeline
MORNING SUNRoach, Mrs. W. T. McAdams,
Mrs. W. T. Johnson. OFFICER-E. W. Thomas,CLERKS-Mrs. W. C. Sessum, JUDGES
-N. E. Seward, Mrs.Claude Thomas.Mrs. Percy Todd.
REGISTRARS
-Mrs. C. A. Rig-KERRVILLESmith, Mrs. Earl Dixon. gins, an's. A. B. Patrick..FLERK-Mrs. G. A. Hall. 'OFFICER-S. B. Ray. CLERK--Mrs. A. M. Sanderson,IJUDGES-Thomas Walker JohnWARD 60-PRECINCT !stunsStroud, Will Gray.Charjean School, 2140 Charjean OFFICER-Mrs. J. E. Simerson.REGISTRARS-Ann Ray, Mrs. J. JUDGES 
-Mrs. S. C. Harris,
OFFICER-G. L. Maples. C. Carter.
Mrs. F. E. Daniels, Mrs. Jene
JUDGES-Robert E. Mitchell,
LOCKE Warth. Mrs. B. B. Hopson.
Ira Lowery, M. 0, Nelson, Mrs.I
Tessie R. Lewis, Mrs. Kitty OFFICER-Wardie L. Harvey. REGISTRARS-Mrs. W. W. all,Shell, Louise Wallace, Myrtle JUDGES-Robbie K. Glenn, Hal- Mrs. Florence Smith.T. Harrison. bert L. Edwards, l'Ors. Aida B. SECOND DISTRICT
REGISTRARS - H.
asodson, Geisel. 
OnsCER-Mrs, H. D. Pearson.Hines, Mrs. E. E. Jeter. Jr, ,
CLERK-Dorothy Nelson. 
IJUDGES-Mrs. C. E. Bell, Mrs.WARD 61 LUCY A. F. Temple, Mrs. J. H. Far-pelrose High School, 843 Dallas OFFICER-Gordon Crenshaw Jr. cell, Mrs. C. H. Bradshaw.IOFFICER-E. J. Cardosi. JUDGES-A. T. Hammontree, REG1STRARS-Mrs. Coy FutheaaM. S. McFerrin. Mrs. Louise Pearson.'JUDGES-Virginia Carson, Mrs. REGISTRARS-Mrs. Ray Vim- CLERK
-Mrs. Sam Carter.
Lillian Zachams, Anna E.
Welch, Margaret Pearson, A.
W. Zachany, Charles Jones,
Josephine Windbush.
liughey, Jannie Tisdale. OFFICER-Leon Brower. George C. Sensing, Mrs. 'far-WARD 62 JUDGES-W, B. Whitaker, E. old Beard.orng
 school, 3.01
 „claim
 Taylor, John Bates, James REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. 0.Speck, Mrs. John B. Payne.
Barry.9/IFIFICER-A. B. Erwiti. REGISTRARS-G. W. Frazier, CLERK-Mrs. L. M. Ross.alUDGES-Monroe Parks, E. H. Clyde Cordle. SECOND DISTRICT
MILLINGTON I WHITEHAVEN NO. 1
Kail, Mrs. Fred Duecker, Lee!
Davis, Frank Murino, Mrs.'
Ethel Murino. OFFICER-W. A. Longmire. !OFFICER
-Shannon Robison.REGISTRARS-airs A. B. Er- JUDGES - Mrs. Helen Willis JUDGES-R. B. Pollard, Jams.win, airs. E. H. Attaway. Sam L. Rawls, Bill alcKelvy, J. Bevan, Lester Presson,Earl T. Griffin, W. S. Howard, Robert B. Haynes, RobertGene Sanders, Earle Duna- Kirkpatrick, Mrs. J. L e event Walter Dilatush. Moore, W. J. Johnston.FFICER-Edward L. Kelleher. REGISTRARS - Mrs. M. De REGISTRARS - D. C. Todd,UDGES - Pat Henry, A. R. Clark, Mrs. L. C. Miller. Frank Ricketts.
E.AD8Mrs. Frances Appling, Glenn OFFICER
-Walker Reid.Liles, T. E. Warr, Mrs. Clyde JUDGES-Freddie Johnson, Gil-Warren. I lie Houston, Ben Roepe.REGISTRARS 
- Mrs. R u t h REGISTRARS - Mrs. Mildredlainke, Mrs. Ruth Yates. Moore, Mrs. Clara Bell John-BRL'NSWICK son.
OFFICER-C. D. Shelton.
JUDGES-L, L. Griffin, W. F. OFFICER-S. F. Johnson.Baker, W. S. Massey, J. Ce
 JUDGES - Lawrence Jordan,Temple. Thomas Wright, Mrs. Lao.REGISTRARS-Mrs. Glenn Hat- rence :Siegal.rell, Roy Hill. REGISTRARS - Mrs, Hazel
ELLEN-DALE Curry, Mrs. R. E. Gizzard.
OFFICER-H. L Williams. GERaLeNTOWaf
' ES-Mrs. H. Griffin. Mrs. JUDGES-W, W. Joplin, Mrs. T. OFFICER-Sam Maury.i T. Roberts, Mrs. James Me- R. Daniels, A. E. Beaty Jr., JUDGES - George P. Friedel,Dowell, Mrs. John Kyle, Mrs. Mrs. Margaret Kennedy. A. L. Prescott T. C. Douglas.T. Bloodworth, Mrs. G. Roper,
. Mrs. J. Chiles.
tEGISTRARS-Mne W. Richk,
•, Mrs. B. Carter.
' rLERK-Mrs. A. Matlock,
WARD 59-PRECINCT S
aierotree School, 3061 Kimball
OFFICER-Mrs, John V. Con-
tini. Burchfield, Mrs. Francis
REGISTRARS - Mrs, Robert
E'LERK-Mrs. R. Shepard, Cayce Sr., R. E. Hanson W. T.WARD 6O-PRECINCT 1
pFFICER-Grady Tollisom
NUDGES-Doug Joyce, Mrs. L.
L. Sweeny, Mrs, A. E. Wise,
Mrs. C. K. Young, Mrs. Hallie
M. Hays, Mrs. Earl Smith.
OtEsOSTRARS - Mrs. Harvey
ItFillSTRARS- -Mrs. C. E. T. Barrom. Hugh E. T. ucker. 
OAKVILLE
kannon, Mrs. Nell Dennis. SECOND DISTRICTCLERK - Mrs. Frances Cren-I ROSS' STORE
• OFFiet R-E. A. Anderson,?REGISTRARS - Mrs. Ruth McCONNELL JUDGES - James F. Jackson,
WARD 63
erciale School, 310 Perkins
Bishop, L. J. Spoon, Ben CLERK-Mrs. Sam Blackwell.Stovall, M. E. Rush, Mrs. RALEIGH 
SECOND DISTRICT'Robert Orr. OFFICER
-Edwin B. Grace. 
WIIITEHAVEN NO. IGISTRARS-Mrs. Charles B. JUDGES-Lewis Douglass, How-
r..e ,,.
RK-John J. Delius, L. H. Hall, Mrs. B. B. 
Colley,,OFACER-0. C. Baker.
JUDGES-F. P. McClure, L. A.
Bruce, Mrs. Evelyn Venable. ard Reese, Claude Reese. Mrs.
Mrs. E. W. Clifton. Speaker, J. P. Freeman, J. W.WARD 64 
REGISTRARS-Mrs. William B.Memphis. Junior Academy, Fisher, Mrs. John T. Arnett,50 Mendenhall
OFFICER-F. B. Tripp. STEWARTSVILLE
Tapp, Mrs. E. L. Lowry. Mrs.
C. E. Bodamar, Virginia Mc-
Guire,
REGISTRARS - R. R. Lamb,EDGES-Nelson E. Peacock, OFFICER-E. C. Fowler. Mrs. Mildred Burrell.Frank Burns, Vernon E. Ellis, JUDGES - Travis Williams, H. CLERK-J. T. Houts.Frank Saliba, James Sally, B. Osborn, Duane Pope, Otis' SECOND DISTRICT, Ed G. Grogan, W. C. Chadick. Rowe, R. L. Douglas, W. L., WHITE STATION"REGLSTRARS - Mrs. Renee
Jason, Mrs. C. W. Martin.
WARD 65
• ly Rosary Catholic School,
am Park
10. eicElt-Jimmy Cox.JUDGES - Joe Sinaigo, Bill
Fiveash, Bill Bales, H.
Vaught, Bill FMCS.
Wilder, Mrs. Lee
, Jr., Gene S. alcIntse
'REGISTRARS - Mrs.
Ewing, Mrs. Joe Bargaciii.
Thompson, E. L. McDaniel Jr., OFFICoR-Charles A, Smith.Earl Watkins, J. A. Reeder, JUDGES - Roy IV. HendersonN. C, Carruthers, Robert L. Jr., George A. Wampler,Horne. 
James D. Miller.REGISTRARS - G. 
-at' REGISTRARS-Mrs. Kermit H.Jr., Wesley Foster. j Kaiser, Mrs. Hugh L. Smith.CLERK-E, H. Parr. 'CLERK-Mrs. J. L. Gulledge
Sheibv county Commissioners of Elections
1.1 It. I hiliF17111H
LI I. ' It, Secretary
rawg CURD, Member .
MRS. N. 0. CALLOWAY chats
with two attorneys after she
was granted a divorce Mon-
day in Chicago Circuit court.
At left Aaron Payne, who rep-
resented her in the divorce
case. At right is W. Robert
Ming, counsel for Dr. Callo-
way, who was not present
down.
when the decree was handed
"May you have health-wealth-
and the time to enjoy it."
This is an old Mexican toast '
that symbolizes the most in hap-
piness and security. What does
the word "security" mean to you?
Probably achieving an ample in-
come so that there will be enough
money to live comfortably after
retirement.
According to Ida Baily Allen's
"Food After 40", security should
also mean insuring good health
so that you can enjoy the retire-
ment income All too often health
is forgotten in the mad rush to'
gain financial security.
Aging begins at birth but stud-
ies have shown that its rate can
be slowed down by good nutrition.
A good diet, important all thru
life, becomes even more import-
ant at the age of 40.
A MILESTONE
The fortieth birthday is consid-
ered a milestone in life. "I still
look young," a 40-year-old man
says to himself gazing thoughtful-
ly into the mirror. But if he's hon-
est, he probably must acknow-
ledge a few wrinkles, skin that's
dry and sometimes sallow, a puf-
fy face, thicker waistline, jumpy
nerves and occasionally a little
indigestion. Work seems to require
more energy, and he tires more
easily. "Well," he concludes, "I
guess it's natural now that I'M40.e
It could be that you need to
see your doctor. At age 40 you
have entered the most important
period for the discovery of over
rapid aging, chronic illness and
disability.
In general though you probably
need to watch your activities and
your diet more closely. The meals
during these years should be built
around high protein foods, includ-
ing meat, poultry, fish, eggs and
cheese, vegetables and f ruits(fresh, ,frozen or canned) and at
least a pint of milk a day. Meals
should be restricted to reasonable
amounts of sugar and stareams
and limited fats. Fewer calories
are needed because of advancing
age and especially if there is less
activity. At least 4 to 6 cups of
water or other liquids should be
included daily; the tendency to
drink too little water is a char-
actertic of these years and is
in part responsible for a dry,
wrinkled skin and various minor
ills.
THE REASON
Why should food after 40 fea-
ture more meat and eggs, fruits
and vegetables, milk and dairy
products, with less starch, sugar
and fat than heretofore? The chief
difficiencies in the average diet
are protein, calcium, iron, vita-
mins A-B complex and C. Yet
these nutrients-found most abun-
dantly in the foods featured for
the after 40 (and before 40 also)diet - are essential for proper
body functioning and good health.
Protein, for example is essential
for repairing body tissues; calci-
um, not only for strong bones but
also for normal heart action and
blood coagulation; iron for trans-
porting life giving oxygen. In con-
trast, an over-abundance of fatty
or starchy foods may contribtte
to obesity and hardening of the
arteries.
TOAST ISN'T ENOUGH
But even the most nutritious
diet will not properly nourish the
body unless the food is prepared
so it will retain all of its good-
ness. Fresh fruits and- vegetables
lose their vitamins and minerals
through wilting or soaking in cold
water, overcooking or cooking at
too high a temperature and thru
being discarded with the cooking
liquid.
Then too it must be remember-
ed that three meals per day are
most essential. Whatever you do
don't skip breakfast, it is the
spark that gives your day a
bang-off start. No - a cup of
coffee and a slice of toast isn't
breakfast, but if you'll just add
some fruit, a glass of milk and
either egg or cereal - then you're
really using the o lehda.n led
2 Military
Units End
Training
Two Chicago military reserve
units returned last week after
completing two weeks of active'
field duty training. They are the
, 322nd Logistical Command and
'the 358th Military Police corn-
pany.
; The logistical command - or-
ganized to supply administrative
service - saw demonstrations in
mobile warfare during a highly
specialized program at F or t
Bragg, N. C.
The military police units, from
Chicago and Decatur, returned
after completing qualification fir-
ing on the carbine, the .45. caliber
pistol, and the M-1 rifle. The units
are the 8840th Military Police and
the 35t8h 'Military Police compa-
ny.
The 8840th supervised and con-
ducted training for all the mili-
tary police reserve units during
the training period at Fort Riley,
Kans, Col. Holway D. Watts, of
Westchester, Ill., is commanding,
efficer of the unit.
The 322nd saw a training jump
of 1,00 paratroopers at For t
Bragg, when a battalion of the
82nd Airborne Division establish-
ed an airhead end received aerial
delivered supplies.
Also shown the 32nd Logistical
Command was a display of in-
fantry weapons and airborne
equipment stressing the mobility
and striking power of airborne
troops and demonstrating ability
to parachute in behind the enemy
lines, ready to strike hard or hold
tenaciously whi.e waiting for re-
inforcements to expand the air-
head.
The 322nd, stationed at 202 E.
71st st., Chicago, also saw a
demonstration of infantry weapons
and airborne equipment.
ARTEE E. II 1111MOND of Chi-
cago, Ill. has joined the Florida
A&M universiti hospital staff as
administrative assistant H a m•
mond received the bachelor of
science degree from Tennessee
State AesI unis srsity and the mas-
ter of science i hospital admin-
istration from Northwestern uni-
versity.
Grant $1,042,817
For Heart Study
NEW YORK - (INS) - The
American Heart Association an-
nounced thot grants-in-aid totalling$1,042,817.36 have been awarded to
180 scientists engaged in research
throughout the nation in the field
of cardiovascular diseases.
The new grants, the Association
said, raise to approximately $1,-.
873,000, the sums allocated by the
Heart Association to support scien-
tific research during the fiocal year
COLON - The area of the Re-
ylic Panama is slightly small,
• 'st of the state 01 Maine.
.s 4 miles long and from 31
to 118 miles in width.
NOTICE
(REVISED)
The following citizens and registered voters of
nessee, have applied for absentee ballots for theheld on the second day of August, 1956:
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